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2/ Introduction

We

Are.

.

lawyers, writ-

•

ers, musicians, teachers, mis-

and doctors in procfor the battles
preparing
ess,
sionaries,

that

lie

ahead.

We are students in an era where
talk

is

meaning

cheap and depth of
is

preciously guarded.

Words without deed

is

the

new

worldly norm, action means in-

creased work. Talking the talk
is

standard, even expected. Yet,

talk runs through the sieve of

our hearts like water, settling
out of cares reach somewhere
in

the expanse of our minds.

Words, by themselves, are dead.

We

are action, speaking louder

than words to a hurting people.

We

are intent on winning the

battle for hearts through the

outpouring of His love, and we
will

succeed. For

we have begun

the fight with ourselves, taming
the tongue, encouraging one another, speaking to one another
in love.

We
We

are more than talk.

are George

Fox

College.

IN HIS LIGHT
Outdoor chapels are

a favorite

weather permits, as

did this year during late

it

when Oregon

September.
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A PIRATES PLUNDER
Greg Mulkey captures

4/ Introduction

his future wife Kristine

Dixon for a Halloween

date.

n

m

A

T TT
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We
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Will.

.

•serve, pray,

teach, intervene, and

each other.

We

for the hopeless

those without.

we

will

dream

for

be the hope

and the family for
will live what

We

believe, sharing Christ with

others through our actions.

By our

know of our deWorkas one body in Him, we will

deeds

will others

votion to the one true God.
ing

stand and act against the enemy,

Satan.

We

will be as soldiers

bearing lighted torches, bursting

darkened rooms, setting the
place ablaze with Holy fire. We
into

will

carry the torch with honor,

knowing that while the war is not
over, God has been proclaimed
victorious. There is nothing that
can defeat what we have set out
to accomplish.

We

will succeed.

INTENSITY
Hiroshi Ninokata boldly performs karate before
his peers during the cross-cultural fashion

show.

SMILES AND SUNSHINE
Under record high temperatures, new students and
orientation leaders

come

together for recreation

and fellowship.

Introduction/ 5

Administration
President

Ed Stevens

cen-

every Friday morning for two and a

representatives from the faculty,

tral to the administration of

half hours. Cabinet members' re-

staff,

is

admissions office, and student

George Fox. He coordinates
all areas of campus functions and
keeps them in balance. Spending

fairs (Lee

about

percent of his time fun-

nancial affairs (management of a

every student need will be met, not

draising, he does a lot of traveling

budget of almost $15 million) (Don

only adequately, but with a high de-

"enhance the reputation of the
school regionally and nationally," as

Mill age), development (fundraising

gree of professionalism and caring.
George Fox College can boast their
leaders, who are more than admin-

fifty

to

he puts

it.

He

also represents

GFC

sponsibilities include

academic

af-

Nash), graduate and con-

tinuing studies (Dirk Barram),

for scholarships, grants, etc.)

Farmer), and student

life

fi-

(Sam

(housing,

on half a dozen national boards of
higher education. Stevens and his

student government, discipline, etc.)

cabinet of five vice-presidents meet

tive

(Deb Lacey).

A

body. Throughout the school year

and the summer as
icated individuals

well, these ded-

work

to ensure that

istrators.

larger "Administra-

Council" meets monthly with

WE ARE ONE
President

Ed

Steven makes students his priority, attending their games, traveling, and participating

e
6/ Administration

means

in students activities.

well

is

useless,

FAREWELL!
After years of service
to

GFC, Dean Lee

Nash

retires his job,

to be continued by

Dirk Barram.

A'S

ID'S
Have you

ever wondered what

it's

like to be in

charge of a whole dorm

How

about an entire dorm?

floor?

a responsibility! The people

What
fill

the shoes of

RA

and

who

RD positions

are certainly individuals of strong
character and able to stand up to the
pressures of leadership and constant
scrutiny.
"it puts

RA

Lisa Heinze found that

your faith on the

line

because

you are seen by your peers, by all the
people watch
people on your floor
which is good, because it keeps
you

—

.

.

.

you accountable."
otic if not for Resident Directors

and

Resident Assistants. Though respon-

cipline,

and the programming of soeducational activ-

an RA's most important role is
often filled by just being a good friend
ities,

or "someone to talk to."

VV.P.C .B.

STAFF:

Clockwise from

top:

Todd

Fernald. Andrea

Mayer, Doric Watson. Leslie Herrick. Dane
Shores, Marlyss Stenberg. Paul Gunther,

Donna Burrow, Kevin Dougherty, Keri Kimherly,

and Dixie Nolia.

N.E.WJ5. STAFF.
Back row: Lisa Heinze, Rohyn Armstrong. Noel
Carey, Laurie Richards. Denise Beed. Front
row: Kirk VandenHoek.

Mark

Speers, Carlos Sequeira.

unless

he doe

Pothoff. Nicole

partyE
1

X

r

year of centennial celebration

Fair. Entertaining over 3,500 people, the

and into otherwise unreachable coun-

drew to a close on September

Fair featured something for every visitor,

tries.

1991 as alumni, students,

from cotton candy and dixieland jazz to
historical demonstrations and dramatic
presentations to hot air balloon rides and

the three-day celebration

fireworks. Also, in an evening concert

bers of the

In a gala, three day event, thousands were

closing the day's activities, the Four Flats

alumni and students to honor the school's

entertained and blessed in a myriad of ac-

(GFC alumni Norval Hadley, Harlow Ankeny, Ron Crecelius, and Dick Cadd) were

heritage. Said President

presented in their final concert as a group,

for cementing our relationship with the

bringing an end to a 45 year musical min-

city of

A

9,

faculty and

community mem-

bers gathered to commemorate the founding of George Fox College 100 years ago.

tivities

and memories saluting 100 years

of our school's heritage.

The weekend's most

successful event,

undoubtedly, was Sunday's Centennial

istry

which took the group around the globe

Perhaps the most rewarding result of

was the op-

portunity for the college to b r ing

mem-

community together with

Ed

Stevens, "I

thought the Centennial Fair was

terrific

Newberg and this general surI saw a lot of people

rounding area, ...

there I'd never seen before." Continuing

with the century old goal of reaching
people with God's love, the Centennial
festivities

were a

first step in

drawing

community to a Christian campus
where they could perchance meet Him
the

through a display of thankfulness for

what the Lord has done for George Fox
College.

ENDURING EXCELLENCE
Vintage cars dot the

GFC campus

commemoration of 100 years of
in

history

and change.

A HELPING HAND
A first for GFC, two floats were planned
and decorated by students

Deboy

for

like Christine

Newberg's annual parade

in

August.

Centennial/ 9

A CLASS ACT!
Freshmen

class representatives,

Ryan

Weidner and Betsy Monlezun, lead
GFC's largest class ever, a record 348
students.

CLASS REPRESENTATIVES:
FR: Ryan Weidner <£ Betsy Monlezun
SO: Heather Taggart
Erica Mortensoa & Paulie Zlemann
SR: Robyn Churchill
.IR:

10/ Student Government

GOVERN MEN T
Leaders,
people

servants, genuine

—

these are attrib-

utes of your faithful student

and events takes dedication
and committment. ASCGFC representatives and class officers are
tries

who

take the time for the

and clean up after everyone

These lion-hearted men and

women

perceive concerns or needs

government representatives and

the ones

class officers. Student government,

necessary brainstorming sessions.

in the student

Commu-

They're the ones who publicize
many happenings around the cam-

them

the Associated Student

nity of

George Fox College

(ASCGFC), takes responsibility for
the smooth operation of many
campus functions.
Organization of campus minis-

pus.

They

get stuck with

mundane

else has

left.

to those

body and represent

who can make

a dif-

ference, thus facilitating positive

changes. Not least of

all,

these of-

and representatives exemhumble servants of Christ.

tasks such as preparation or set-

ficers

up for different events, and are often the ones who "stick around"

plify

ONE MAN ALONE
Scott Winter humbly recognizes his need
for the Central Committee.

CENTRAL COMMITTEE:
Left to right: Erinn Connelly, Treas., Tri-

cia

Kirkendall, Sec, Melinda Bis-

?e//,Christian Service, Jen Walker, Activities Dir., Jill

Townley, Chaplain, Jenny

Gibb, VicePres., Scott Winter, Pres. (Not
pictured: Brent Courtney, Activities Dir.)

Student Government/

1

LEAN ON ME
Freshman students show

their creativity with a

pyramid on Edwards lawn.

SEEING RED
In a relay race against others from

from a pot to a squeeze

Edwards

hall,

Seth Heasley transfers Kool-Aid

bottle at the other end of the field.

4

I have never

12/ Orientation

let

my

school interfere with

TIGHT
August sun shown bright

dance. Students dosey-doed until

ryone had their picture taken for

on the big athletic field

they became so tired they began

the Bruin Directory, confirmed

The

where incoming freshmen
participated in an orientation game
called "Mingle". Tim Robinson
played the part of Goldilocks in an

way to turn and
swing in what direction,

forgetting which

their classes,

who

all

to

and got

their

ID

card,

of which are important to the

campus

To

the credit

which only added to the night's en-

student's

tertainment value.

of those in the registrar's office and

Registration

unforgettable role play of "Goldi-

always an im-

is

life.

other offices which were involved
in the registration

process, time

locks and the Three Bears". But

portant, yet dreaded part of ori-

was only a sample of the many
activites coordinated to help new

entation. This year

students get acquainted with their

ing in lines, filling out forms, or

new home.
Tuesday night

running from one building to an-

the necessary tools for survival in

was emotionally

college. It allowed students to reg-

this

with

it

arrived, bringing

the only opportunity to

dance on campus and
to begin classes

still

be around

was held

much

in

Whether students were stand-

other, registration

draining. But,

it

did provide an at-

spent in line and in registration was

much more

profitable this year.

Orientation gave new students

ister

and provided

activities to get

to learning

better acquainted with the other

in front of and
back of the student for the past
two hours, and it gave the student
an up-close and personal view of
every room in Hoover hall. Eve-

mosphere conducive

on Wednesday. The

about those standing

people on their floor. Orientation

Dance MixMiller Gymnasium,

in

was an unforgettable weekend

fourth annual Country
er

tion.

was no excep-

to the delight of the three

hundred plus students

in atten-

in

which students were able to light
their path for college and life.

A STEADY FOOT
It

was

slick business for

Mark

Palmer,

Christy Felton, and Marianne Scott to re-

move

their shoes

and prevent the bucket of

water from tipping.

my

education"

-

Mark Twain
Orientation/ 13

Hearing
KFOX

VOICES

returned, stocked with upbeat, contemporary Christian music

and special programs, for

all

types of music fans.

Sunday

nights,

AM 530 featured an all jazz hour. Monday through Friday at 8am,
KFOX

program director hosted the morning show. Those who tuned in
KFOX's broad range of DJ personalities. Everything from the extremely witty, to the vaguely serious, with a few who were bordering on the
enjoyed

No experience is necessary, just a desire to entertain friends
and strangers with a few minutes of Christian music and words of encouragement.
edge of bizarre.

Darkroom Photographers: Randy

KFOX

James, Jana Walters, and Paul

Stuart Reay, Chris Benham, and

Williams.

Tiffany

DJs

(top)

Greg Mulkey,

Camp.

eading furnishes the

Publications/ 14

mind only

with materials of knowledge

Crescent Editors: Andrea Hikhey. Cathy
Jensen, and

Ryan

Gibb.

Yearbook staff:(top)A'm//wa Arnold, Darci
Nolta (Editor), Christine Deboy (Asst. Editor). David Ruff, Tiffany Hayes, and Jennifer Streger. Not pictured: Anne-Marie

Bowman and

Jodie Howell

JllsTTAK
At any moment in the
Yearbook room yon could
near many words of wisdom.
AH yon have to do is
talk"

"I

yearbook and spending quality
time with

all

of these

wonderful people,

p.s. I

am

a

"She's a

compulsive liar."

walking paradox."

4

Tm

not

going to be tan for several
decades."

"So

surreal."

"That's really bizzare. No,

mean

bizarre."

"What

is

I

he

doing?"
always consider the
"It's

this?"

ii

"Verbiage-

is

good."

John Locke

Publications/ 15

CULTURA!
he familar

is

phrase "United we stand"
evident on the

George Fox campus. Culturally,
George Fox has been
with

many

nationalities.

There

blessed

have been activities
like the Cultural
Fashion show at the
beginning of the year
and groups like
United Cultures for
Christ and the Cross
Cultural class that

have been active
throughout the year,
this
blessing of diversity.

promoting
American

students
helped tutor foreign
exchange students
which helped increase their knowl-

edge of another
country while at the

same time giving
foreign students an
opportunity to improve their English.
The cultural diversity

on campus has

also increased interest in the foreign

languages offered
here at George Fox
because students can actually put to practice what is
taught in the classroom,
through conversation with
foreign students. George

Fox

may

be diversified in culture,
but students do share the
same bonds of Christianity,

and the desires to fellowship
with one another, and succeed in all they do.

SOUNDS OF HOME
Herberd Duran displays an aspect
of Peruvian culture through native

musical instruments.

FAR EAST FASHIONS
Nana Tsurumi and Yuko Abe

pres-

ent Japanese fashions during the an-

nual "Multi-Cultural Fashion Show".

16/ Cross Cultural

More than

M

community became the focus of
Urban Ministry programs this year. With a committee of 4
students and many other volunteers, Heidi Schneiter, as Urban
Ministries coordinator, launched some
unique programs for the ASCGFC coministering to the surrounding

munity.

significantly

a point where they are ready to take on
other ministry opportunities. This would

program,

same name. The cen-

and group support
to drug and alcohol addicts and those
wishing to "stay clean" from previous lifestyles. George Fox students were able to

ter provides counseling

spend an evening

in

group sessions, help

with clean-up and refurbishing of the cen-

who

The Urban Ministries has

developed over the 1991-92 school year to

STAY-

pilot

land center with the

ter,

entire semester.

included evening trips to a Port-

One such

CLEAN,

found they enjoyed the work to such an
extent that they continued working for the

and, most importantly, talk with those
find help at the center.

Many Fox

not be the case

if it

were not for the ded-

icated students attending

These are students

lege.

George Fox Colwilling to take

God's love outside of school walls and into
a

community often forgotten or neglected.
than normal service groups, Urban

More

prepared to act on their be-

Ministries

is

liefs

and have done so quite effec-

.

.

.

,

tively.

students attended the center once and

CLEANED UP
Cassie Gunther worked with StayClean as part
of her field experience this year, talking with

members

of the anti-drug program.

INTO THE
Urban
ter,

WORLD

Ministries coordinator, Heidi Schnei-

found time to minister with StayClean pro-

grams and migrant workers

in

addition to

classwork.

m
Urban Ministries/ 17
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More than names on a page or faces
a crowd, we are
.

Kristin

.

in

.

Anderson
Biology

Kimberly Arnold
Biology

Tammy

Baker

Business

Lisa A. Barnett

Sociology

Jill

Beals

Math Education
Lisa Beasley

Home

Economics

Kirsten Benson
Lang. Arts/ Writing Lit.

Mark Bingham
Math Education
Melinda

Bissell

Sociology

:

thing in

life. Its

perfect

when

it

arrives

and

pes weve learned something from yesterday." -John

20/ Seniors

it

puts

Wayne

Todd Bos

Math Education
Trisha Bowker

1Mb

Elementary Ed.
Tricia Branderhorst
Fitness Education

Scott C.

Brown

Math Education
Melissa Bullock

Music
Debbie Burkey

Elementary Ed.

Julie Byington-Richards

Psychology

Kimm

S. Carbone
Elementary Ed.

Noel Carey
Physical Education

Mark

Chappell

Biology

Robyn Churchill
Psychology/ Sociology

Cathy Collinsworth
Christian Ministries

Melissa Conley
Fitness Education

Erinn Connelly
Business

Lisa

Cook

Sec. Social Studies Ed.

Brian Dexter

Computer Science

Nami Ebata

Home Economics
Twyla

J.

Emig

Business

Kim Erickson
Business

Rob

Felton

Communications

Todd Fernald
Biblical Studies

Tom

Fieldhouse

Computer Science
Whitney E. Francis
Elementary Ed.

Pamela R. Friesen
Language Arts Teaching

Glen Garrick
Christian Ministries

Jennifer Gibb

Biology

Dwight Gilmore
Music Performance

Karen Irene Gilmore
International Studies

Vancy Godfrey
Business

Angela K. Goldsmith
Sociology

Nitesh Gulhati
Business

Ron Hampton
Elementary Ed.

Marci Harrel
Music Education

Tim Harris
Business

Brian Hartenstein

Writing

Megan
Music

L. Heasley

Lisa

Hickman

Elementary Ed.

Greg Hillegas
Business

David Holmes
Soc./ Psych Ed.

Aaron Howard
Business

Annette Hutton
International Studies

Shannon Hyde
Elementary Ed.

Tracy L. Johnson
Business/Internat'l Studies

Moira

E. Larson
Elementary Ed.

Ginean Lewis

Communications

Trevor S. Lewis
Business

Heidi Longstroth

Writing

Ron Marsh
Christian Ministries

Jennifer Martell
International Studies

Jonathan Maurer

Music Education
Steve

McKennon

Comm. Video

Production

Doug McLucas
Business

Kim McLucas
Business

Sergio Mendoza, Jr.

Computer Science/ Math

Nelisse

Meyer

Chemistry

Mandi Milam
Elementary Ed.
Jerry Miley

History

Joe A. Millard

Music Ed.

Matt Milligan
Business

Mark Mohnen
Business

Eliana

Moore

Business

Morgan

Estella Korrine

Chemistry Ed.

Tammy

Morris

Business

Greg Mulkey
Biblical Studies

Tracy Nelson
Physical Education

Brian Nienaber
Business

Darci Nolta
Sociology

Shanna Oliver
Business

Tina D. Palaske

Elementary Ed.

Rebecca T. Parris
Elementary Ed.
Lesley Pedersen

Sociology
Jaynelle Phillips

Music Education

Jeana Phillips
Psychology
Lisa K. Pinkerton

Elementary Ed.

Rhonda

S. Ralls

Elementary Ed.

Harriet Reagan

Home Economics
Irene Reintsma

Elementary Ed.
Daniel P. Rude

Communication Arts

Tomoko

Sasaki

Sociology

Susan Seals
Language Arts Ed.
Paul Seideman

m

Psychology

Carlos Sequeira
Sociology Ed.

Craig Simcox
Business

David Simonsen
International Studies

Denise

M.

Sisson

Elementary Ed.
Melissa A. Snook

Writing
Nicole Speers

Elementary Ed.

Kim

Stafford

Writing
Karin Stanley
Elementary Ed.

LuWana

Stanton

Elementary Ed.

James Stephens
International Studies

Sandra Terry
Elementary Ed.
Lisa

M. Thornberry
Sociology

Vanni Tilzey

Math Education
Hector G. Torres
Sociology

Jill

Townley

International Studies

Barbara

J.

Troyer

Writing

Thomas Turcotte
Business

Kimberley Upjohn
Psychology

Van Tassel
Math Education

Brian

Sandra Megan Vilander

Language Arts Ed.
Jennifer A.

Walker

Sociology

Cindy Warner
Interdisciplinary

Katy Watkins
Psychology
Karolyn Williams
Biology
0

Christine A. A. Wilson

Music
David

W. Wilson

Business
Scott Winter

Psychology

Seniors/ 29

Judith Wittenberg

Elementary Ed.
Chris Woolsey
Business

Yuzuru Yamaji
Music

Matthew

Comm.

L. Zoller

Video Production

SENIORS NOT PICTURED:
David Allen

Rob

Emily Lind

Jon Dotson

Dane Shores

Tracy Berkey
David Mamani
Jon Burgi
Leonard Maxon
Jan Carpenter

Paul Pappas

Jennica Hein

Mark McDevitt

Oliver

Jon Hagen

Heidi Ellis

Michael Turner

Douglas Perry

Kristina Higgins

Kari

Goodman

Wendi Whitman

Dan

Pringle

Phil Higgins

Kevin

Gina Withnell

Jennifer Childress

Goodman
Kurt Ronnow

Steve Miller

Teresa Gunerius

Tim Coats

Trisha Nord

Greg Root
Paul Gunther
Nathan Scharer
Heather Gurney

Ron Wolfe
Tim Jacobson

Vincent DeJoia

Joel Schmeltzer

Tony Nagle
Kevis Cross

Lori Hoover

Denise

W ozniak

Tomye

Jeffrey

Karen Wright
Trudy Koop

1 Men: (back row) Dan Poet, Josh
Kneeshaw, Chris Hartley, Derric Watson
(R.A.j, Jeff Hallen, Brian Andrews, Rick
Fieldhouse, Darin Mitchem, James DeYoung,
David West, Matt Jackson, Doug Wilson,
(front row) James Homolka, Gregg Pfleger,
Aaron Putnam, Trevis Smith, Jason Carpenter, J. Colby Spell, (not pictured) Carlos
Torres, Curtis Chang, Young Chew, Mike Na-

Pennington

deau, Carl Miller.

Pennington 2 Men: (back row) Erik Stanfill,
Nathan Hanson, Charles DeBell, Hayato Matano, Kaigin Olafson,

Nemuel Rosas, Kevin

Tony Iranshad, Greg Woolsey. Bill Tinniswood, Brent Kimberly (front
row) Hector Torres, Pat Tandy, Lance Zielaskowski, Joe Roberts, Darron Cox.
Dougherty

(R.A.),

ds you can

32/ Pennington

call

Women: (back row) Christie Lauinger, Amy McCarty, Cindy Locknane, Jonni
Marian Wines, Margaret Adolfo, Kristi Richards, Charity Hollenbeck,
Allison
Idmark, Jennifer Ashbaugh (second row) Teresa Weakley, Pamela
Inman, Jessica Ware,
andy Lindquist, Kari Smith, Andrea Hilchey, Sarah Wilde (front row)
;nnington 2
ingery,

Heidi Fischer,

mily Kirkendoll, Shelly McBride, Lisa Callery, Rauline

Hawley

(not pictured)

Brandy

hompson, Marlyss Stenberg (R.A.).

Pennington

1

Wom-

en: (left to right) Leslie

HerrickfR.A.),

Nancy Propp, Michelle Ediger, Maria
L undquist,

Jennifer

Davis, Jennifer Cos-

Medak. An-

ant. Lori

gie Jordan.

Heather

Cleversy, Cynthia
Erland, Angela Waverly.

Marta Goer-

Gina Centioli.
Cynthia Good, Marci
tzen.

Fields, Gloria Krie-

ger.

Kim

B rend a
nifer

Dallas.

O'Brien. Jen-

Fas ton. Kristin

Williams.

Tracy

Zollinger. Lisa Gallery,

Lisa Abby.

Anne

Comoli. Kristi Frickson (not pictured)

Meagan Williams.
Rachael

M offell.

Ginger Duncan.

at

4 a.m. that matter"

-

Marlene Dietrich

Pennington/ 33

Edwards

3 Men: (back
row )Koji Morimoto, Ki
VandenHoek(R.A.), Con

Ramey, Erik Gibson, Ham
Mukhtar, Tory Johnson,
Fergestrom, Ryan Wei
ner( front row) Ryan Kendall,

Mike

Zinsmeister, Pe-

Suleiman RantSeth Heasley, Chris Gilson, Mizuho Tanaka,
ter Jensen,

isi,

Nathan
feldt,

Salter,

Jason Leh-

(not pictured)

Mark

Palmer, Troy Mott, Dalt
Peebles.

Edwards 2 Men: (back row)
Aaron Young, Bryan Boyd,
Tim Brandt, Dan. Carbus, Trey Doty, Jared Jones,

Sean

Kiffe,

Jason Koppen,

Chad Madron, Brian

Kerth,

Tony Rourke, Peter Moen,
Jonathan Huwe, Collin
Mitts (front row) Scott Die-

fenbaugh, Mark Pothoff(R.A.),

Matt Mitchell,

Chad Cambell, Nate

Ri-

chardson, (not pictured) Jason Brown.

Edwards
Edwards 1 Men:(back
row) Marcus Cox, Ryan
Weider, Justion Throne,

Kyle Jackson, Ryan
Knecht, Tim Todd (front
vow)Trevor Smith, Josh
Pierce, Carlos Sequeira(R.A.)
Yosuke
,

Moriya, Jeffrey Harrison, Tim Robinson,(not
pictured) Don Austin,
Carl Anderson.

Edwards l:(back row) Maria Wittkopp, Leslie Miller, Tawnya Kotek,
Shannon Linebarger, Heather Arnot, Amy Arthur. Amy Dosey. Rohhin
Armstrong(R.A .) ( front row )Charlene Greer, Amy Kyllo, Cressie Anderson, Marianne Scott.
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flTTTTirrrTTxp

pp

-

Edwards 2 Women: (bottom

left)

Elaine

Reimer, Christy Miller. Victoria Mauser, Janet Killary. Laurie Richards
(R.A.), Christine Wilson, Christy

reson, Shelly Yoder.

Dana

Co-

Wright, An-

Sarah Haiderman, Cindy
Marsh. Anne Malcom. Miki Murata.
Jennifer Dawson. Wanda Comfort, Eva

gle Carney.

Crawford. Jennifer Hosier (not
tured)

Karmen Wearne, Yvonna

pic-

Bones.

r,

o

Newlin;
Garrick,

(left to right)

Mark

Townley, Heidi
saki,

Mike

VanPelt. Glen

Nami t'beta. Jill
Longstroth. Tomoko Sa-

Herald.

Rachael Lee, Teresa Gunerius.

Tris-

ha .Mord, Noel Carey (R.A.). Mike Pierce
(not pictured)
nell.

Pan lie Ziemann. (Una With-

Tina Golden.

Tomye

Jeffery.

Schaad House: Mike Rasmussen. Todd SpenJeff Hoffman. Mike Pierce. Kokichi
Okano.

cer.

APARTMENTS
Sherman House: Jennifer
Mart ell, Barb Troyer, Starla Smith, Lawna Ikeda,
Barbara Baker, Tracy Johnson, Annette Meyer.

Kershner House: Jen WalkLisa Cook, Tricia Kirkendall, Ginean Lewis,

er,

Rhonda

am

Ralls. (Props:

Ayers)

38/ Houses

Ad-

DEVELOPMENT
APT
Jennifer

Nadig

Tammy

Shepherd
Jeanie Rieger

White House:
Lisa Thornberry, Cathy Bar/ell, Cobi Schreiber,

Sandra

Wittenberg.

Terry. Lisa Pinker/on. Judith

Shanna

Oliver.

),mng Lim

Lee.

Julie Jensen.

Cole House:

Kyra Smith. Robyn Snider. Annette Greenwood. Cindy Winters. (Not pictured: Viki
Fields.

Tammy

Golden)

dwelling in two bodies"-Aristotle

Houses/ 39

Apartments 312:(back roxv)Sunna Chang, Kristine DixArmstrong, Tami Morris, Lani Kelly, Ronda
Colasuonno, Christine Pet erson(fronl row) Kristin An-

on. Jennifer

James Stephens,
Tina Palaske.

derson,
hati,

Apartments 308: (back
Jonathan

Ham, Rhonda

Cassady, Ryan

Halpm,

Tom

row) Tim Budelman,

Freuff,

Mark Bingham,

Steve Gard. Jeff Larson,

40 / Weesncr Village

Fieldhouse, Nitesh Gul-

Apartments
Bill

Det lor (front row) Vance Godfrey,

Sachiyo Yoshtdo (not pictured ) Marie

Vanm

Ttlzey.

3 10:

(left

to right) Steve Prewttt,

Melmda

Bissell,

Mendoza, Nicole Speers(R.A.), Brian Hartenstein, Irene
Remtsma, Joe Millard, Greg Mulkey (not pictured) Fernando Pol,
Sergio

Moira Larson, Susan

Seals,

Trisha Bowker

Carey

2: (back row) Cindy Lauinger, Debbie Sit:. Sharon Davis( second
row)Shelly Morgan, Keri Kimberly(R.A.). Cathy Jenson. Yuko Abe, Hol-

ly
el

) ovino, Michelle Hofer, Bonnie Johnson{ front row) Kei ko
Koyano, Jew Brown, Katrina Miller. Emily Read, Rebecca Finch(not pictured) Marne

Vansise.

Carey/ 41

Beebe

&2:

(left to right) Sonja Bagley. Kelli Burk. Stephanie
Anndrea Howe, Cheryl Shepherd, Andrea Mayer (R.A.).
Darcee Tandy, Andrea Fuller, Monica Robles, Lisa Ruro, An-

Beebe

Brixius,

McGonaughey. Chris

drea Robinson, Stephanie Goforth, Sherry Kluting. Satoko Furakawa. Cherie DeVidal, Karen Crawford, Lisa Pruitt, Kim

son, Billy Reeves,

1

Upjohn. Anna Cates (not pictured) Hiromi Mirami, Lisa Hick-

man, Jennifer Tusant.

42/ Beebe Hall

3:

(back row) Jason Emery. Paul Gunther (R.A.), Mike

Nissley, Jon Beckman. Brian Dexter. Dustin
Harrington (front row) Jarred Perona. David Dunn, Eric Thomp-

Ty Reynolds.

Seals. Jerrie Lyda. Jason King.

Bill

Cheney

(not pictured) Tate

Willcuts

1

&2

(top row)

Sara Stansell, Dixie

Nolta (R.A.j (third row) Kellie Devlin, Heath-

Rachael Hiserote (second row)
Cindy Frisch, Tiffany Camp, Hiromi Minami,
Margaret Stockhouse, Nana Tsurumi, Mitzi

er Taggart,

Tunison (bottom row) Leah Emery, Karin
Mainwaring, Julie Kennedy (not pictured) Diane Wruble, Terri Mix, Angle Hansen, Phaydra Newport, Lisa Mylander, Jennifer Lewis,

Wendy

Tauriainen, Constance Wilhelm, Tara

Delp, Melinda Ketchem,

Willcuts

III.

(Back row) Joe Wills, Randy

Teddy, Mike Pender, Paul Seideman, Elred

Brown, (front row) Sam Knowland, JP
McKenna, Jason Bingham, James Corner,
Dane Shores, RA. (Not pictured: Davin Miyamura, Brian Irwin, Kyle Hirayama, Shawn
Nunn.)

Willicuts Hall/ 43

Hobson

1: (left back to right front) Jodie Howell, Marchand Dechenne.
Michelle Heaton. Lisa Pedrojetti. Tatnara Beck, Amye Jamen, Sara
Runner, Heidi Rueck, Melissa Cunha, Chrissy Hedin, Andrea Elar-

ado. Sheila Person.

Rena

Amie

La/ever, Jeanetle Prenevost.

Sara Raedels.

Holly Hyde. April Reischke. Tina Stauffer, Krista Schmitt.
Heather Weissbuch. Amy Gail.
Sit:.

44/ Hobson Hall

Hobson 3: Left to right in back) Kari Bashford. Mary Ellen Boyd.
Jean Fitzgerald. Bonnie Johnson. Carlene Cruse. Hannah Smith
<R A.f, Marcelle Barnetfe. Becky Stewart (front) Sally Johnson.
(

Pamela Bowton, Adina
Brow n. Jennifer Larson. Michelle

Jennifer Taber. Anita Linhart, Jeni Ashley.
Briggs, Tricia Moore, Michelle
Clifton.

Holly

Julie Beasley.

Ellis.

Crystal Clark. Melissa Travis (not pictured)

Niche Haines.

Hobson 2: (back row to forward) Aimee
Underwood (R.A.), Kristi Burk, Shawn
Querin, Leslie Taylor, Leann McKinney,
Patty McCormick, Bobbie Sloan, Bethany
Esser, Jorene Crane, Jackie Walker, Julie

Hamilton, Kari Rosborough, Vicki Peabody, Danelle Dunn, Becky Peirce, Alison
Peters,

Cyndi McTighe, Mary Chacko, Kim

Shannon Garvin, Wendy Abel, Debby Harney, Kristin Thomas, Jo Anna Hicks,
Cain,

Rebecca Spaulding (not pictured) Annette
Delisle,

Mac>

1:

Hudson.

Cindy Stark.

(back row) Teresa Walsh. Kristin Co.\. Sarah Halsey, Stepunie Reeves, Tricia

Amy

Brady. Tiffany Hayes. Debbie Sartwell,

Mia Matsuda, Maki Yamaguchi

(middle row) Dina Kauffman, Augusta Taylor, Erica Mortenson, Carrie Meyers. Kim Miller, Ayako Kono, Shelly Hellickson. Rikki Rumgay. Julie Munroe (behind Rikki) (front

row) Anne Basden,

Amie Kirkendall

Mary

Ellen Boyd.

(not pictured)

Rona Lee Noble, Kalwan

Davis, Melinda Hawes,

Johann Golden.

Macy

Hall/ 45

Maey

3: (front

row)

Rhonda Kellum.

////

Kaniut. Heather Lish,

Lisa Walker, Jamie Suehiro

(2nd row) Christy Matsunntra. Shelly Dallof.
Cindv Wagner, Lorene Moore. Tract Blair (3rd

Maki Sakagami. Tamarah Fast. Christi
Van Weerdehuizen. Christy Horita. Shoshana
Debose, Sarah Schwab, Lisa Sollars (4th row)
row)

Beth Flynn, Polly Payne. Jennifer Begier (in
trees) Elizabeth Babcock, Heide Keller (R.A.I
(not pictured)

Roxanne

zawa. Michelle Torrez.

Berg, Chi ho

Tomo-

Sutton

I:

(back row) Jeffrey Passey, David Simonsen. Jamie Hart-

Thomas (middle row) Kurt Ronnow. Aaron Barneii,
Tim Grandle, Pat Schmidt, Tom Springer R A (front row) Matt

nelt,

Brian

.)

Hamilton, Paul Norton.

Ed Meier. Jon Wolher

Sutton
SUTTON
Lupe Gonzales
Luke Ricards
Todd Payne
Jeremy Brown
Aaron Rauch, RA
Scott Nilsen

Shawn Bucher
Stan Foster

Andy Baker
John Thomas
Nate Linman

II

Steve Seideman

John Stone
Neal Yasami
Joon Soon Kim

Reye Bosby
Roberts

Bill

Torey Lindbo
Lorin Fields

Stephen Fuller

Hanshin Kim

3: (back left to right) Rob Rising. Casey Demmert, Denes Eszenyi, Yuzura Yamagi.
Jeremy Rogan. Jack Wiedrick, Katsunori Kai, Scott Mai (middle row) Zachary Lowe, Ryan
Gibh. Pete Tallmadge (R.A.I. Todd Williams, Kent George. Jai Cook, Jeff Nelson. Adam
Avers (front row) Sam Morrow. Jeff Harrison. Emil Heinze (not pictured) Jonathan Gault.

Sutton

Stephen Brown. Chris Sclitzkus.

Sutton/ 47

LEWIS

APARTMENTS
Lewis 9-16 (back row) Marc Waits, Greg Hillegas,

Ron Marsh, Tony

Longstroth, Brent

Courtney, Jennifer Childress, Tracy Nelson.

Ron Hampton, Lisa
Dan Rude, Karin Stanley, Mandie

(front row) Trevor Lewis,

Beasley,

Milan (not pictured) Sean Bahrt.

Lewis l-S:"Tricia Branderhorst",

LuWana

Stanton, Brian Van Tassel, "Darci Nolta",

Annette Hutton, Erinn Connelly, Joshua Echo-

Hawk,

Bill

Stokem, Matt Kirkpatrick, Kim
Shanea Lambert,

Stafford, Jonathan Morse,

Jon Wright, Mami Kubo (front row) David
Thomas, Karolyn Williams, Kirsten Benson,

Shannon Hyde (RA), Pamela

Friesen.

COMMUTE
Commuter-.Kenichi Yamao.

Commuters: Debbie Kintrea, Angle Murrell,
Sandra Terry, Paul Williams, Marci Rickerd,
Karen Gilmore.

Officially, GFC
catnpus

encourages

mitted to

live

ception to the rule. At least

The

strictly on-

Those who were peroff campus were the ex-

living.

.

.

.

until last year.

Fox has ever seen
brought with them some of the most unusual
problems Fox has ever had to address. The most
biggest freshman class

obvious to the student body was a housing

shortage (right up there with parking

.

.

.)

Roughly 241 traditional students received per-

Some traveled
much as an hour each morning to class.
Commuters ranged from students living in town
mission to become commuters.

as

with their families (or out

:>f

town married stu-

dents! to four or five friends sharing an apart-

ment.

People who would have been denied the privilege of living

off-campus were approved

last

year because there just weren't enough beds for
everyone. Study rooms and guest rooms were

converted into

dorm rooms

added numbers. The

to

accomodate the

final result:

more and more

people packing around overstuffed backpacks,

umbrellas

(just in case),

and other assorted ne-

cessities for living out of a car.

The commuters without

fuel injected trans-

portation faced the ever-changing weather patterns on foot. Newberg's light drizzle, occasional sprinkles, or

.

.

.

rain,

accompanied com-

muters regularly on their daily
spite the

in living off

since

I

travels. But, de-

drawbacks, commuters saw the value

campus.

"My

grades have improved

started commuting." said

Zoller. "1 like being able to have a

Matthew

life

outside

Nancy Almquist. Whatever the benefits, commuters have become a major population at GFC. Look around, and you
of just school," said

are bound to see an exception to the rule.

Commuters: Misty Ferguson. Joanna Men:.
Charles Simpson. Berniece Johnson. Russell
Johnson.

Commuters: Kaylene Williams. Paul Williams. Geoff Guiger. Herherd Duran. Ron
Williams. Rohyn Churchill. Scott Winters.
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PORTLAND
"The

MHR

program has

provided the tools

necessary for

many

to

return to school."

Bruce Barnes
Kathie Fitzgerald
Jane Rett

Nicola Roggenkamp
Janet Stevens

Tim Tyler

Jeanine O'Neil

Kirs tin Stoltz

Jan Mosby
Colleen Johnson

Barbara Hopwood

PORTLAND

22:

Back row: (left to right) Jerry Beck, Patrick
Hart, David Arnold, Gerald L. Allison, Jr.,
Marshall V. Pryor, Long T. Tzeo, Front row:
Linda Miller, Pati Hanson, Krystal Srofe,
Barbara McNassar. (Not pictured: James
Long.)

PORTLAND

23:

Andy Schroder, Pat

Burns, and Bill Williams.

(Not pictured: Leslie Burnett, Roxie Craig,

Brian Goodman, Elizabeth Peters, Linda
Service, Sharyl Taylor, Cheryl Wiley, Barry

Wilson.)

50/

MHR

21

BJ Shrock

MAN AG EM ENTOF
PORTLAND

24:

Wayne Elven, Trenton Sele, Cindy Stanley, Jeff Graham, Ervin Mudder,
Sue Kay, Terry Downey, Grace Battjes, Mary Beth Cousins. (Not pictured:
Thomas Mills, Cece Hughley, Chris Jackson, David Richards, Deborah
Davis.)

HUMAN RESOURCES
The College's Management

of

Human

Re-

sources Program, a unique alternative to the

method of pursuing a degree, con-

traditional

tinues to flourish.
cifically for adults

The program, designed spewho want to complete their

college degree, has regional sites in Portland,

Salem, and Fugene. During the 1991-92 aca-

demic year. 220 students were enrolled in the
program. Commencement ceremonies in

MUR

December and April saw approximately 145
The MHR
students recei>e degrees.
major focuses on managing people and organ-

MIIR

izations within the business context. Students

have the opportunity to study with other adults

who share

similar interest and concerns.

To-

gether they form an academic support group,

drawing from

their

own

personal, professional,

and technical backgrounds as they follow an
intense

program of classes and individual

study.

Instigation of the

MHR

provided the tools necessary for

program has

many

to return

to school, and, in so doing, offers the business

world a group of matured, skilled, and qualified
leaders.

PORTLAND

25:

Back row: Chris Lauinger. Jon Henrv. Randy
Bakanqff, Paul Knighton, John Ferguson, Don
Weltzln. Garth Garrett. John Ricards. John
Embury. Lou Valkenaar, Barbara Weltzin.
I

Not pictured: Mary Fajer. Jeff McCombs)

PORTLAND

26:

M. Franke. D. CarpenGrogan, B. Shenk, R. Gates. A.
McCloud. P Thunem. T I ruill. J. Stevens,
Back row:

ter.

J

K. Nielson,

C.

Welter. Front row: 7. Daily,

Lane, D.

McKnight.

D

Kohl.

J.

PORTLAND
Back row:

J.

27:

Oddis, K. Johnson, B. Harrison,

D. Wilson, P. Schilling, S. Massart, S. Berger,
S.

Farmer, S. Rehaume, Front row: G. Wert,

D. Simonis, Y. Whiston, K. Lauby.

HIRE,
EUGENE

3:

Back row: G. Byrtek, T. Kellar, D. Nankivell,
P. Mann, D. Green, Front row: K. Evans, L.
Zook, A. Baughman, M. Knibbs.

EUGENE

2:

Back row: Chris Anderson, Henry J. Dahl, Richard Lewis, Christopher Mills, Thomas
Faulkner,
row: Lois

Todd Munsey, Phil Smith, Front
Raymond, Joann Berry, Carolyn

Dillman, Lois Brown, Zetta McDaniel.

SALEM

10:

Back row: Harold Freeman. Frank Lackey.
Damon King, John Reed. Ted Johnson. Keith
I

aw horn. Tony Decker, DonGibbs, Front row:

Catherine Healv. Dareev Edwards,
Yoas,

Norma

W anda Vincent, Flame HillegOS. (Not

pictured: Charles Brlggs)

SALEM

II:

Back row: Anna Baker. Linda Ford. Susan
Maxwell. Rosa Lee Marsh. Front row: Carol
Larsen,

Richard Fenske, Esperanto Garcia.
Cook. Cheryl Voder, Kathy

him Mam on. Wes
Miller.

tured:

Robert

SALEM

'I'll

^0

~T

IX-

G, Thorheek, A. Sorensen.

Benitez. D.

McGowan,
C

Hardin. (Not pic-

12:

Back row:

C

Itti. Julie

Alan Cloud)

Sheas green.

T. Bell.

M

Blair,

Front row: R. Rowkowski,

Schworak-Abel, D. Boatner,

Gilmour.

L

Levinsohn, T.

C

Smith.

/).

actual

is

a mai

NOW, BOYS AND GIRLS

Teacher Education
The teacher education program at
George Fox College is designed to
prepare teachers for the public and
Division

.

.

.

Beth LaForce gives teacher education
dents a taste of their future with an

stu-

mentary age story time, complete with

full

ele-

color pictures!

1:

private schools through a curric-

WHAT A TANGLED WEB
Professor Jan

.

.

.

Cammack enlightens science

buffs with visual aids.

TOUCH YOUR FUTURE
Literature professor

Ed

.

.

.

Higgins gives yet an-

other lively and active lecture.

ulum

that

pyramids from

a

broad

foundation in Christian liberal arts

education through specialization
particular field of knowledge,

in a

to clinical studies in teaching

and

learning theory.
Division

II:

Fine and Applied Arts

The purpose of
provide

this division

the

all in

to

is

community with

a heightened sense of reality, a
spirit

of celebration, a discovery of

truth through the arts, and a
breadth of perspective allowing for

an integration of the arts and the
Christian faith into their personal

value systems.
Division

Communication and

III:

Literature

The

Division

is

concerned partic-

ularly with the arts

and

letters that

and

investigate, practice,

cele-

brate the central place of symbols
in the

human

experience.

vision's offerings focus

The

di-

on various

contexts in which humanity's role
as symbol user

is

predominant:

erature, language, speech,

lit-

com-

munication, and writing. Infusing
the division's approach to the lan-

guage arts is a commitment to discover and apply the values of
Christian revelation.
Division IV: Natural Science:

The
in

division offers subject majors

biology, chemistry, computers

and information science, home
onomics, mathematics, and,

ec-

in co-

operation with the University of
Portland, degrees in engineering

and applied

science.

It

also offers

lors for en-

us

in

the

pursuit of their vocational and
professional goals.

"acnlty facility
icui/ty facnlty iacmty faailty
^mty facnlty facnlty faculty
acuity faculty faculty £aetcr:y
:

:

-

GOOD
Prof.
in

^cdl's

POINT!

David Howard wisely

instructs his students

the art of music.

THIS

IS

HOW

IT

IS..

Physical education wonder Steve Grant shares
truth with students.

56/Faculty

some

facility fac Ity faculty

faox

facnlty faculty faculty facnj
fac Ity faculty facnlty faeo:
facnltv fe.ciiltv f&cxxltv fsrrr

Division V: Religious Studies

The
in
«

ty faculty faculty
facoi y faculty faculty

r.

acu

my
:

..

f

-

r

]

r

faculty faculty faculty
faculty face I ;y faculiv

division offerings include majors

Biblical studies. Christian educa-

and

tional ministries,

religion. Inter-

disciplinary majors, including one for

missionary preparation, are also
It also offers minors to add
enrichment to student degree proavailable.

grams and

to assist students in the

preparation for specific professional
goals.

Division VI: Social Science

The

division offers subject majors in

the following fields: history, international studies, psychology, and sociology/social work, and a secondary

teaching major and minor

in

social

studies. Various interdisciplinary

and

subject minors are also offered.

Among

the objectives of the division

one liberating serious students from

is

the limiting provincialism of the here

and now by introducing them
past leaders in

many

to the

fields, to influ-

and movements, and

ential ideas

to

varied worldwide cultures, old and

new.
Division VII: Health and Physical

Education
Phyusical education, health education, fitness

management, and ath-

training are the major programs

letic

of this division with minor emphases
in

health, athletic training, coaching,

and recreation. The division
provide,

among

strives to

other things, prepa-

ration for students in careers of these

and other related

fields.

Division VIII: Business and

Econom-

ics

The

division offers a curriculum de-

signed to prepare students for careers
in the
ics.

areas of business and econom-

The

faculty emphasizes the im-

portance of both professional preparation in a chosen specialization

and

the personal and intellectual devel-

opment

that

comes from the breadth

of offerings in the college's general

educational requirements.

DON'T GET

IT!

Religion professor

Ron

humorous moment with

THREE WAY
Ron Parrish

Stansell shares a
students.

TIE

talks with contemplative in-

ternational students in the English Lan-

guage

Institite

program.

STIFF
Raft

racing has become more than just a recreational
George Fox. The competition seems to be getting more

year. This year, with the extended

warm weather

activity at

fierce

of summer,

each

was
an enjoyable time of doing more than talking about getting out into
the sun for some fun. There was sun, there was water, there were friends,
there was Christian fellowship. What more could anyone ask for?

The
the

styles of rafts

common

it

were unique to each competing group. Innertubes were
any raft. Getting wet was also an es-

essential piece of almost

sential part of the fun involved with the raft races.

Water fights seemed
commonplace. Lets hope next year can be as enjoyable to all who get involved
in ASCGFC activities like this one that kicked off a great year involving more
than talk, but action
as well!

DRENCHED!
Two
true

very spirited teams take to heart the
meaning of water sports by getting in-

volved in a water fight.

LAUNCHING OFF
Teams and
day

spectators enjoyed the sunny

to participate in

out of the water.

fun and

games

in

and

)N

sports have been around for centuries entertaining crowds
Theatre
own unique theatre sports comGeorge Fox had
and
royalties.

petition this year. Theatre

LOVE!
A winning performance! The team

SI. 26, with

its

Games

involved a lot of creativity, fun,

and just plain craziness. Teams of four people competed in rounds,
one a month, to spar their intellects against each other competing for the
title

OH MY

of champions of the nights events.

Crowd

size increased every time

was a new round. It was addicting. George Fox students couldnt get
enough of laughing and cheering for friends who were in the predicament
of spontaneously acting out situations to please the crowd and the judges,
both of which determined whether or not a team was capable of receiving
a good score for each scene performed. All of the competing teams were
concerned with the most important element of the evening, having fun.
Winning was just a bonus to the hilarious chain of events that teams made
there

up as they went along.

Shakespeare

Josh Echohawk, Cassie Gunther, Kurt Ronno*, and Pat Schmidt compete for the win
with a creative performance.

Newly knighted knights and select members of
Dance" for a sell out crowd at the Royal Feast.

The

traditional

"hand washing ceremony" before the

visiting the castle

62/ Madrigal

the court perform the annual

an opportunity

to experience 16th

feast allowed the

Century customs.

"Sword

Lords and Ladies

Wxnntt
Madrigal

is

a celebration of

Christmas,

characterized

eluded drama, singing, eating, and
being part of ceremonies like the was-

humor and juggling.
Madrigal performance

with

through feasting and fine
music. Lords and Ladies come from

performed

afar to partake in the ceremonious

the George Fox Players performed

special

evening set in a staged castle. Opening night offered a reduced rate to

dramatic comedy. The court wizard
delighted the audience with his magic

throughout the years to

students so that they could more

feats while

readily enjoy the festivities which in-

formed once again as the court

The

choir served and

in 16th

Century dress and

sail toasting.

Mike McConaughey

per-

Pam

Friesen, Scott Diefenbaugh, Christie Wilson,

and Joe Millard prepare

for the

a re-

holiday season.

why

way

It will

continue as a

of extending the reason

Christians celebrate Christmas

to take part in

all

who come

it.

jester

Randy Teddy, Kirk VandenHoek, Megan Heasley, Jerry Lyda, Beth Sugden, Ryan Kendal, Missy
Pruitt,

is

minder of our Lord's birth during the

Bullock, Johnathan Maurer, Kristine Dixon Aaron

Wassail toast with a song.

Madrigal/63

concert
talk
"I do not see any

why

reason

the

should
hare all the good
devil

tunes/
-

9

Rowland Hill
British

Clergyman

L P IN SMOKE!
Newsboys singer encourages

the audience to

get involved with lively singing

participation songs
as a revolving

amid

and audience

special effects such

drummer and smoke.

64/ Concerts

This

ASCGFC

year,

was

active in

and arrangements

setting dates

for three incredible contempo-

rary Christian concerts, which brought
students together to have fun and praise

Morgan Cryar, The Newsboys,

God.

and Versus did
to

many

their part well, according

students in attendance.

Versus had the privilege of being the
first

main event for which the new

stu-

dents gathered. They presented a variety

of rock and pop styles to appeal to a wide

They shared enthu-

variety of students.

siasm for their Christian
fast,

lives

with both

upbeat songs and slow, meaningful

ones which told of

common

joys and

struggles which Christians face. Versus
is

a local band, from the Portland area,

and George Fox looks forward to

their

next appearance which leads them down
south to the campus.

The Newsboys
ther to

Bauman

traveled

somewhat

far-

auditorium's hallowed

The Australian band made their
Newberg debut after much excited anticipation from George Fox fans and inhalls.

terested would-be fans. There's no doubt

that they

made

quite a few

at their concerts.

The

new friends
show fea-

diverse

tured unusual special effects, audience
participation songs, and an infectiously

energetic attitude for Christ.

Equally centered on Christ in his per-

formance was widely-known artist Morgan Cryar. George Fox was extremely
fortunate to have this music ministry on

campus. Cryar was also careful to

in-

clude the audience in his songs, through

motions and chorus singing, which many
students remarked

was

their favorite part

of the concert experience.

Over all, this year was one of excitement
and diversity as three great performers
gave George Fox students of all ages and
backgrounds yet another chance to worship and fellowship together.

SLOW AND SOULFUL

.

.

.

Popular Christian singer Morgan Cryar shares a
variety of musical styles with
direct, attention-getting

GFC

students

in a

way.

Concerts/ 65

And

we'll!

Balloons,

Bruin tracks,

streamers and school spirit

filled

Unweek of

the Student

ion Building during the

taUk ab©Mlt

Sub basement, brought an Ice Cream
Sundae Party to campus. Students were
able to get Polaroid pictures with friends
in front of a

Western type background,

February 17-22. Alumni from all
over came to celebrate and continue the tradition Homecoming has

become.
Several activities carried the
spirit

of

Homecoming

"Alumni from all over came
to celebrate and continue
the tradition

to the stu-

dents throughout the week, begin-

Homecoming

has become."

ASCGFC

The

court was intro-

cowboy hats and vests included! Friday
night was Tacky Jacket night at the

duced during Chapel on Wednesday, and Thursday night, in the

stuck to the tradition and wore their

Homecoming

officers.

men's basketball game.

on toward an exciting Homecoming win
against Eastern Oregon.
All of the

ning with a late night breakfast,
served by

tackiest jackets. After our victory against

Northwest Christian, many students
headed to the commons to hear live
Beattle music performed by George
Myers and friends, and had dessert. Saturday, Alumni and students gathered for
a Pre-Game Party at the International
Food Fair in the commons, then moved

Many

students

Homecoming

events com-

bined the tradition of years past with
that of years to come. The Bruin bear
will always be around, Alumni will al-

ways come

and as the

to see old friends,

school continues to grow,
will

Homecoming

become more

exciting.

Yet, there will always be
students and

With

new

new

traditions.

Home-

this balance,

coming becomes a highlight
of the year.
Ready, Set,

MINGLE!

Students and alumni enjoy

refreshment and fellowship after
the men's basketball

game

Saturday night.

HERE SHE COMES

.

.

.

Homecoming King, Carlos
Sequeira, sweeps Queen Jill
Townley

off her feet during the

presentation of the

Homecoming

court during half-time of the

men's basketball game.

Homecoming/ 67

Tcfc

Tcfe
"

The evening in Italy
went really well, and a lot of
people were there. It was fun
to have something to do afto sit around
ter classes
and talk tO people. " Erica Mor.

.

.

.

.

.

tensen, junior.

"...

activities

way

amount of
planned, and the

/ liked the

SUB was decorated.

the

But I remember when I tried
an Italian Soda for the first
time
I thought I was going tO throw up!" Jeromy Rogan,
.

.

" ... It

.

was nice

to

see a group of

Christians who
could relax, have
a good time, play
secular music and
not feel obligated
to

do pennance

later."
VandenHoek.

-Kirk
ju nior

HOMECOMING COURT:

THEY'RE BACK
Former members of the 1991 Dayspring
group (Kirk VandenHoek,
ley,

Tom

Burks) returned

Megan Heas-

for a

Dayspring

Reunion concert held Saturday. Other
Dayspring groups from the 70's and 80's

were also featured.

Freshmen Ryan Weidner and Wanda Com
Sophomores Scott Diefenbaugh am

fort,

Hannah Smith,

Juniors Kirk VandenHoei
and Chrissy Hedin, Seniors Glenn Garrici
and Moira Larson, Dan Rude and Nicol

Speers, and Carlos Sequeira and Jil
Townley.

Senior Rebecca

cream

P arris

enjoys cake and ice-

after the men's basketball

game on

Saturday night, an activity sponsored by the

Alumni department.
I

LOVE YOU, DAD!

Jill Townley, is greeted by her dad
Bruce Townley, who suprised her by
traveling from Leavenworth, Washington for

Queen

the occasion.

Homecoming/ 69

SVOQTS
"The

district

Building

championship

going into a double overtime
shootout. Even though

was incredible."
- Greg Pfleger

we

.

.

.

Block Season

.

.

lost, it

At

the beginning of the '91

summer,

the soccer

men

began individual training,

and by the time classes began, they
were ready to play the game. Prac-

through to the district chamionship.

The championship against
will stick in the mem-

Willamette

ories of the players as both a pay-

off for this season and encourage-

hours some days,

ment for next year. Throughout the

once or twice beginning at five in
the morning. Dedication to the

season, the team grew closer and

tices ran for eight

was strong.
The season began badly

sport

team; at one

game

even with an ending record of 10

and
for the

there were six

starters benched with injuries.

9,

each member

is

Although they played to their poeveryone returning healthy

Their youth was another major

tential,

drawback this year, but their discipline and training pulled them

an even stronger team.

BEARING

looking for-

ward to strong playing and teamwork as the core for the '92 season.

and

fit

next year will provide for

DOWN

Jason Meyer, whose experience was

a great asset to the team, steals for a crossover.

-•''.'•'ii'ijg

^4

(Back

to front, left to right) Greg Pfleger.
Jake Benson. Scott Diefenbaugh, Bill Tintliswood, Clint Warta. Jason Meyer. Dieter
Muenstermann. Jeff'Posey. Coach Manfred

Mike Nadeau, Marc
Todd
Williams. Darren Dilley. Corey Ramey,
Tschan, Pat Tandy,
Waits.

Aaron

Barnett. Jeff Nelson.

Lupe Gonzales. Jai Cook.

.

.

Making

.

didn't

all-district:

me.

tell

the newsclip.
stoked.
-

.

was

It

"Byron

just read

I

I

was

it

in

totally

really an honor.

Julie Jensen

.

Rematch with Willamette:

.

"We

had the aggressiveness to
show them we could improve.
But, we had to show them we
had the talent 100." - Constance Wilhelm

.

.

GFC

.

Evergreen:

v.

The

J

Connection" Julie Jensen
heads the ball off to Jen Childress. Jen immediately scores
to J

the

.

goal of the season for

first

Lady

the the

GFC

.

.

v.

brought the

Bruins.

Evergreen: "I

ball

down

the right

and passed it straight over
to Julie's Jensen head, and she
headed it in. It was pretty much
picture perfect." - Annette Deline

lisle

.

GFC

.

our

last

v.

Willamette: "It was

game

of the playoffs.

The whole team just hung on
and played great defense. It
was exciting." - Nancy Propp
.

.

.

GFC

v.

Willamette: 25

Sept., 0:22 into the first half.

Julie Jensen intercepts a pass
to the

Willamette goalie. She

dribbles past the defender and

shoots

it

in

for the goal.

score at the half: 1-1.
'4/

Women's Soccer

The

NONSTOP HUSSLE
protect the goal.

Meghan Ross, slides in to
Meghan was named All-Dis-

trict this season,

with Sophomore Julie Jensen.

Defensive Sweep,

(Back row) Coach Byron Shenk, Nancy Propp, Roxanne

Jen Childress. Julie Jensen, Constance Wilhelm, Tiffan

Meghan Ross, (Front rov/)Kim,
Mary Baroch, Nicole Speers, At
Killary, Mary Chaco, Teresa Schmidt, A

son, Crystal Clark,

Kain. Maria Whitkopp.
Delisle, Janet
Little.

Johanna Golden.

The Lady Bruins

and Junior Meghan

aced Evergreen State,
ieptember 7, for their

game of

irst

Ross were named all
district.
Freshman

the sea-

midfielder,

on. "Everyone expect-

d us to lose," Annette
~)elisle

ust

said.

honorable mention.

"But we

A majority of this

charged out there

o win."

And win

they did.

year's players will

With a

2-

ongratulations and words of encour-

which includes nationally ranked Pacific Lutheran (3rd nationally) and
Willamette University (10th), Shenk
is on his way to building that tradi-

gement for the

tion.

and some added confidence
he Lady Bruins returned home to
score,

"A

victory.

tradition has to have a begin-

ing,"
'ith

Tiffany

Olson earned an

Coach Byron Shenk

said. So,

three wins in a tough division

The first year team saw district play
against the University of Puget Sound
on Nov. 2. Sophomore Julie Jensen

return next year, for a strong core to
build on. For any who are still not sure
about this new Lady Bruin team, ask
any of the players, and they will tell

you, they are in

it

to

win

it.

FLYING HIGH
Kristi

Clark.

SPOf?TS

.

.The heat was on: the Lady

.

Bruins went into a fifth
match against Lewis and
Clark, to whom they had lost
earlier in the season. With a
score of 14-8, the Lady Pioneers gained possession of
the ball. Tricia Branderhorst

down through the
blockers, and then Kristi

slammed

it

Marquette finished the
match with a clean shot to
the back row!
.The Lady Bruins peaked
at their last home game,
.

.

which was against Western

Oregon State College. In a
dramatic three-game defeat
of the Lady Wolves, Kari

Bashford pounded 11

kills

out of 20 attempts. "It was

game," coach
Grant said, "because it
a gratifying

brought us to the point where

we

felt

we had

arrived as a

good team.'

LADY BRUINS: (back
asst.
er,

row)

Mike McConaughey.

coach, Lori Medak, Susan Seals. Heide Kell-

Shelly Walton, Tricia Branderhorst, Cindy

Warner, Kristi Marquette, Steve Grant, coach,

Tomye Jeffrey, asst. coach, Sara RumKaren Herman, Kari Bashjord, Angle Jordan. Jamie Suehiro.

(front row)
rev.

76/ Volleyball

Marquette leaps

for the kill,

and the winning

point, in a

game

against Lewis and

Swotey says.

For

.

the ninth consecutive year,

leyball

team made

its

way

playoffs. This year the

.

GFC's

vol-

to the district

team finished

fourth in the district with a 24-17 season record.

team spent many long hours
practice, developing close bonds and building

The
in

volleyball

a sense of interdependency. Intense daily practice early in the season helped the players form
a unique

team

spirit.

"To

be cohesive you need

to know the tendencies of each of the other five
players, plus the tendencies of all six oppo-

nents," said setter

named

to the

Jamie Suehiro.SuehWo was

NAIA

team, as was Cindy Warner, senior outside hitter. Warner finished her fourth season on the

team with an impressive

hitting record:

407

kills

on 1,076 attempts. Though Warner graduated
this year, as did Tricia Branderhorst, another
outstanding hitter, and Susan Seals, there
still

is

a lot of power left in the team.

Coach Steve Grant
group to coach"

this

said the

team was a "fun

year because the players

had good attitudes about working hard. According to him, the most important thing to
stress

is

getting the most out of God-given abil-

ities.

District 2 first all-district

Senior Tricia Branderhorst executes yet an-

IN YOUR FACE
Jamie Suehiro and Kristi Marquette put hours
of practice to work to block an opponent's at-

other successful spike.

tack.

TASTE THIS

77

R

COLIMTRY

O

Country

|ross

is

very demanding.

It

requires

amount of mental

a great

strength; the longer you go

more you need," respondCoach Cook when asked
what it takes to run Cross
Country. The men's team

so competed at the
tionals,
trict

,

and Matt Kirkpatrick

Academic Award.
The Cross Country team went

the

to Seattle for the

vitational

NAIA

the

in

Championships and
eight in the NAIA NAtionals
Top Ten, which is the third
District 2

Top Ten

consecutive

Na-

All-Dis-

received an

ed

placed third

TAC

Ron Marsh,

and

to

Huskie

In-

Wisconsin

NAIA NAtionals, which
highlighted the year. The

for

team comes together once a
week and have what they call
a 'share time', an hour of
singing, devotions and prayer

finish.

requests that allows the team

Four members have special
honors: Jonathan Morse was

an opportunity to get to know
each other on a personal lev-

named an

el.

All-District and

AIl-American, and received
the Exemplify award,

Wright, All-District

Jon
who al-

SOUND

OFF!

Erik Gibson and

Mike Murphy pa8K race.

ce each other during the
It

takes team work to endure a half

hour run over rough terrain.
C
l

ROSS COUNTRY:

hack nw)Aaron Young. Mike Mur-

phy, Charles DeBell.

Erik Gibson.

Malt Kirkpatrick. Doug McLucas.
Rolf Polly

Torrey

Lindbo,

Jason

Lewis. Phil Hughs. Kaigin Ola/son.

Todd

Bosi middle row

Brum

1

77m Robinson.

Harienstien.

Delia Doyle.
Michelle Brown. Debbie Kintrea,
Marlys.s Slenberg.

Hannah Smith.

Elaine Smith. Julie Monroe. Jul, Cy-

rus.

Aaron Howard. Jonathan

Mor\e^fron^ ro»i£</ Sloan. Josh
Kneeshaw,

Jill Beats.

Marne

VanSise.

Cressie Anderson. Phaydru Sewpori.

Mmdv

Fox. Melissa Conley. Angie

Murrell. Jon Wright. David
i

Thomas

no! pictured \Ron Marsh. Jeff Larson.

Brian Menaber.

"The game
78/ Cross-Country

h

TALK
Women's Cross

The

Country team finished
the highest ever in the

NAIA

Nationals

Top Ten

this

There are
some outstanding members on
this team
as well. Jill Beats,
year finishing

fifth.

,

her fourth year, has acheived

in

All-District, All-American,

and

Academic, along with the
award of 'Exemplify'.

school's

Michelle Brown Has been as

in-

spiration and an All- American

and All-Distict Winner. Phaydra Newport has acheived the
same. Melissa Conley

is

an All-

The

District and Academic.

weekend before classes start the
team goes on a retreat, this year
to the beach.

time

The purpose of this

team
and for the new students to develop an identity with the team
is

to get together as a

before they start orientation and
classes.

"The

retreat

was one of

the hardest times physically but
it

was the

made

really fun.

It

really

the freshman a part of the

team", said Elaine Smith.

members

think

the team does

Some

it's

the best thing

all

season.

TAKING OV ER

gi

Jill

Beats comes up on opponents

5K

run called a Cross Country race.

in

the

Berra

Cross Country/ 79

TRe \uohd on

.

.

BASKETBALL

up the
Wrapping
with a record of

season

1 1

-6,

the

Bruins continued their
tradition of outstanding basketball.

Although a
.

.

GFC

With

.

81, Jeff

down

Hoffman,

80-

at the

top of the key, ended up
with the ball and 3 seconds

on the clock. On a broken
play, intended to go to
Wilson, Hoffman stepped
inside the 3-point line

sunk an 18-foot shot,

and
and

the victory!

.

.

.

Senior forward Kurt Ron-

canned back-to-back 3-point
bucket just over 30 seconds
apart, then sank 4 consecutive
free throws for a 10 point pro-

duction

in just

utes

GFC was up 66-57

.

.

over 2

1

/2 min-

and

was never again seriously
threatened.

THE BASKET OR BUST!
Sophomore Mike Rasmussen shoots for two
against rival Oregon Tech. leading to another
Bruin victory.

80/ Basketball

second

loss to

Wil-

lamette in the semi-final round of

in shooting,

NAIA

tionals

hard work and dedication earned individual and team
honors, both in athletic and social
circles. Consistent with previous

their

years, the player

District play prevented an-

other district championship this

were invited to Nawhere they promptly won
first two games before being

year, the Bruins

eliminated in single-elimination

rebounding, and de-

fense. Their

moms

awarded

their

with roses during their final

team did

better

home game, and were honored

at Nationals this year than

when

year-end sports banquet. All

play. Ironically, the

they previously participated as Dis-

champs and won no games.
The Bruins graduated a record

each team

rewarded

trict

seniors this year,

now broke the back of the Albertson Coyotes when he

.

last

Jon
Hagen, Kurt Ronnow, Dave Wilson,
Matt Milligan, Ron Wolfe, and Tim
Harris paved the road to many success through their strong leadership
starters for the team. Seniors

6

most of whom were

member

at a
told,

deserves to be

for a fine season of play

and a year of memorable basketball.

1991-92

BRUINS:

Back row: Jon Hagen,
Kurt Ronnow, Nate Linman, Mike Rasmussen,

Dave Wilson, Mark Herold,

Ron

Wolfe, Matt

Milligan, Jeff Hoffman,

Front row: Steve Grant,

Mike Pierce,
Curt Scheidel, Todd

Steve Gard,

Spencer, Tim Harris,

Dan Corbus, Coach
Mark

Vernon.

THAT'S RIGHT!

A

victory over

Western

Baptist brings the Bruins
off the
tion.

bench

in

celebra-

ins
Women's hadbasseason.
injuries

ketball

a

fairly

good

With

a few minor
on the team, they

suffered a

little

yet

still

ended the season quite re-

The Lady Bru-

spectably.

kept up their intensity

ins

on the court with strategic
plays and real teamwork.

They lose senior Tracy
Nelson for next year's
team. She was honored at
the last game by having
her locker decorated, and

was presented with a card
and a signed basketball
from her fellow team-

mates. Craig Taylor
coached this winning
group of

ladies,

and

will

return next year for what

we

trust will be another positive sea

son.

UP AND

IN

Freshman Lisa Pedrojetti shows the intensitv
of the game as she goes up for a shot against
Concordia's

Women.

ON THE RUN
Sophomore Cathy

Bartell fends off an oppo-

nent while maintaining ball control during a

home game.

That
82/ Women's Basketball

like

a butterfly

AND SHEUS

Offense

OFF!

Cindy Winters, a junior, pushes a hard offense against an opponent.

Sting like a bee."

-Muhammad

J

is

only part of the game, and the

ob of g ettin §

Lady Bruins

did a good

t0 the basket.

Ali

Women's

Basketball 83

SPOQTS
On
.

.

the

game

"It

.

against

OIT

.

.

was a good confi-

dence builder," said assistant
coach Chris Gross. "We
needed that feeling of crack-

Catch This!

ing the bat on the ball."
I

Freshman outfielder
Tawnya Kotek, went 3-4 in
.

.

.

the first game, scoring in the
first

inning on a single by

freshman infielder Sara
Rumrey. Three runs off four
consecutive singles in the sev-

enth inning wrapped up the

scoring and the
victory for

GFC

vs.

he Softball team works hard

T:

killed

by an oncoming truck,

while riding her bicycle. Diane,

coming games, through

along with husband Chris, had
coached the team for several years.
Because of this, the team has de-

various drills and activities to per-

The team is
composed of seventeen players,
eleven of which are freshman. With
so many freshman, the team next

fect softball skills.

year will be more experienced. Play
this

and

each day to prepare for up-

year gives the young team good

experience and potential to better
themselves.

In the fall of 1991, assistant
softball

coach Diane Davis was

hit

cided to play this season for Diane.

Sophomore Cathy Bartell commented, "We've dedicated this season to her, and are playing in her

memory." With this goal in mind,
team works hard to play to their
full potential. With the thought of
Diane, each win holds a special
the

place in the teams' hearts.

GFC.

UPS

In the fourth in-

ning, junior infielder
tell

Cathy Bar-

came

to the

plate with the bases

loaded.

With

one swing of the
bat, Bartell re-

corded her

first of-

ficial hit of the

sea son -a double-and
the two winning runs!

84/ Softball

Softball

Team:

(Back rov/)Michelle Ediger, Tawnya Kotek,

Heather Weissbuch, Sara Rumrey,

Amy DoMiddle row Chris Gross, Angie Jor-

dan, Viki Fields, Lisa Pedrojetti, Jeanette

Prenevost, Becky Stewart,

Toni Sloan,
Front row Jennifer Childress, Tracy Nel-

Kristina Fausti, Rachael Moffet,

son, Annette Delisle,

sey,

Bartell,

Robin Snider, Cahty

Nancy Propp, Donna

Pettit.

Gettin'

It

Goin'
This year began as a good season for the

year and have a pretty good chance, even

The Bruins

Baseball Bruins. Even with last year's core

with the roller coaster season.

offense gone, they were unstoppable in the

beat such teams as

double header sweep at Willamette. This

to

season proved the offense just as good as

like

Lewis and Clark, and Concordia. Lin-

field

looks like their biggest competition for

last year,

with 56 runs scored in five games.

Being the District 2 champions

last

year

teams they

PSU

felt

and

OSU,

but lost

they should have beat,

the District championship.

As long as they

helped the team set goals for this year, as

stay on a high, with their versatile infield

them up as everyone's target.
World Series this

and strong offense, they should be able to

well as opened

They want

to get to the

*

-*

«[

pull off their goals.

*

tori

against Linield

We

was

really good.

played strongly, es-

pecially the

southpaw

and hitters Crosier and Saperpitcher, DeJoia,

stein. Sapersteins

win-

ning hit was great/'

-Matt Capka
"I'm anniripnt rim
-Jeff Baker, out for

season due to injur\

Brent Gruber, Todd Saperstein, Robert Gherke, Jose De La
Mike Nadeau, Scott Englehart, Clark Anderson, John Avery,
Fernando Pol, Steven Stuart, Brian Myers, Tom Bohlman, Coach Ron Northcutt, Kyle
Hiryama, Matt Capka, Dean Waltier, Tony Spencer, Brian Irwin, Tate Seals, Michael
Burton, Coach Pat Casey, Darrel Dirks, Vince De Joia, Sean Bahrt, Steven Lampkin,
Davin Miamura, Jason Williams, Tony Iranshad, Gage Campbell.

(Back to front,

left to right)

Cruz, Brandon Crosier,

86/ Baseball

Coach Cook's Fifth year at G.F.C.,

Inhe

will

NAIA

be sending six

men

to the

Nationals in Abbotsford,

British Columbia.

They include Ed Sloan

and Erik Gibson (steeple chase), Brian
Hartenstein (400m hurdles), Jonathan

Morse (5000m and 1500m), David
Thomas (racewalk), and Jonathan Huwe
(discus).

One

of the Bruin Track Club

members, Vance Godfrey
for the

(91'), qualified

Olympic Trials for the racewalk

which Coach believes

is

a

any

first for

Coach Cook tried some new things
this year such as taking team members
to the Stanford Relays and to Mt. SAC.
At Stanford, a new school record was
Bruin.

medley relay with
team of Potts, Hartenstein, Marsh,
Morse. Twenty-one men have qualified

set for the distance

the

for

NAIA

Districts with plans to im-

prove their second place finish from last
year.

They

will

compete against the

en other teams in our

district.

team places among the top

sev-

The men's

fifteen in the

nation.

FLYING HIGH
Robert Ziehmer does
body through the

his best to

put his

air a little farther

each

time.

BATH TIME
Phil

Hughs jumps

middle of
Chase which

into the

the pool during the Steeple

has obstacles to clear such as the water

pool while racing.

'TTUIDEKfTS

STAY

ON TRACK
The

lady Bruins have done a wonder-

ful job this year, sending seven to

Nationals in British Columbia. They
will

be Debbie Kintrea (800m), Juli Cyrus

(1500m, 3000m, 5000m),

Jill

Beals

(3000m,5000m, 10,000m), Phaydra New-

port

Michelle

(3000m, 5000m),

Brown(5000m), Marlyss Stenberg (heptathlon), and Cheryl Shepherd (javlin). They
will also

NAIA

have seventeen

women

going to

Championship where they

District 2

will try to better thier

second place ranking

from last year. Beals (10,000), Cyrus (1500),
and Kintrea (800) have broken school records this year. While at Stanford, two
teams broke school records for the Distance
Medley Relay and the 4 x 880Y. "Track is
a more individual sport and

we

get

some

good competition on that level. At Mt. SAC
we were racing against Mexican Nationals
and Olympians." said Coach Cook. The
women's team placed in the top fifteen in
the nation this year.
1-2-3

Michelle Brown, Angela Murrell, and Mindy Fox push themselves to

do the best they can to

live

up

to the Bruin tradition of excellence.

TRACK &

FIELD:

Anna

(back row)Ron Marsh, Jeff Larson,
I

Lee. Brian Hartenslein.

Jason Bingham,

Jason Strait, Mike Murphy, Jonathan

Huwe, Erik Gibson, Tim Robinson, Nate
Moffel, Scott Murphy, Matt Kirkpatrick,

Jeremy Rogan, David Thomas, Jason LewCharles DeBell, Greg Pfteger,

is,

Sam

Morrow, Torrey Lindbo, Robert Ziehmer,
Rolf

Potts,

Ed

Sloan, Steve Brown, Jon

Wright, Jonathan Morse, Steve Prewitt,

Trevor Lewis, Phil Hughes, Josh Knees-

haw, Brian Nienaber, Dennis Sinclair, Gi-

nean Lewis, Melissa Conley, Michelle
Brown, Shelly Walton. Kristi Marquette,

Kevin Altender, Aaron

rowCoach Cook, John

Tammy Shepherd.
fer,

Youngsecond

Luccio.

Emily Read.

Kelli Burk. Tina Stauf-

Phaydra Newport, Bobbi Sloan,
Lish, Marne VanSise, Debbie Kin-

Heather
trea,

Dianne Peterson,

Murrell.

Tammy

Jill Beals,

Angela

Daniels, Delia Doyle,

Cheryl Shepherd, Debbie Kintrea, Marlyss
Stenberg, Neal Yasami, Byron Shenk, Kerri

Holleman,

Clifton,

Tammy

Wendy

Golden, Michelle

Abel, Becky Spaulding.

Cressie Anderson, Dina Kauffman,

Fox.

Hannah Smith,

Amy

Mindy

Dahl, Julie

Munroe, Elaine Smith, Eva Crawford.
Heather Burns.

Track

&

Field/ 89

PRIDE!
ruin spirit

was

definitely at

George

I

k

Fox

this past year.

The 1991-1992

y Squad and Hosts/ Hostesses
it was maintained during

made

sure that

the basketball season.

The enthusiasm

of

the rally was reflected with crowd response

throughout the game, and half-time routines

showed the

creativity of the cheer-

Melinda Bissell
management of the

leaders in performance.

was responsible

for the

cheerleading squad.
hosts/hostesses of George Fox had

The

a successful year carrying out their duties

The spirited group was on hand
every home game for pre-game set up,
as well.

at
to

maintain

hand out programs
crowd control during a game, and VIP relations. They were highly effective at representing GFC in a positive and enthusiastic way inter-collegiately and to the local
community. The hosts/hostesses of GFC
have done an excellent job this year and
we look forward to more successful years
at the door,

in the future.

The
ers

GFC

cheerlead-

perform another

successful
pleaser at a

crowd
home

game. Time out and
half time were util-

ized to pep up the
crowd with stunts,
cheers, and dances.

Hosts /Hostesses:
Paulie Ziemann,
Christine Peterson.

Glen Garrick. Teresa
Sively,

Jeff Passey,

Kristin Anderson.

Cathy Stevens.

90/ Cheerleaders, Hosts/ Hostesses

The "crew"

isn't

heard very of-

ten during a play,

and the audience doesn't really see what
goes on behind the scenes. So,
here they are; the memories,
thoughts, opinions, and experiences of "the unsung heros.

The bridge in Oliver
"Originally
we plotted to put it off and put it off,
hoping we would get out of it. The
night before we opened Mel (Schroeder) had Hector (Torres) start it. The
.

paint on the base of

it

.

.

was

still

wet

when the curtain opened."- Pat
Schmidt

.

.

.

"Mike (Me-

C onaughey brought up
)

the lights accidentally

when we were doing a
change for Jane

set

We were on stage
mid pose. We had our
hands full, or we would
Eyre.

in

have waved."- Pat
Schmidt
... "I turned the fog

machine on
dressing
last night

in the girl's

room on

the

of the show.

They couldn't get

in

there for a half an hour

We always try to
do pranks, as long as it
.

.

.

doesn't interrupt the

flow of the performance."- Hector Torres

Being on Set Crew

"We're
heros."-

.

.

.

the unsung

4

jgfc

Mike Mc-

Conahughey

AFTER THE DUST SETTLES

DID

Junior Andrea Robinson rummages through

cast

and crew of Jane Eyre find tr
months of hard work in the shi

assorted shades of blush and lipstick, creating

reward

order out of chaos after the final performance

of a gooey slice of pizza.

of Jane Eyre.

tradition at
its

for

GFC,

merriment

ing.

94/ Theater

SOMEONE SAY SHRIMP?

The

The

cast party

has been known to ext<

into the

dim hours of early mo

A

night of

CH1E ACGS
The One Acts are a chance

for students to get together

outside of classes and other demanding activities to put to-

gether their

own

night of theater for the student body. Three

one act plays were performed

this year.

The evening opened with GFC's touring group Players'
performance of "Unhand Me Squire." "Unhand me Squire"
featured outrageous,
It

was fun theater

silly

puns and farce througout the act.

for both the actors and the audience.

Players regularly create their
in schools

own

skits,

The

which they perform

and churches.

Senior, Hector Torrez wrote and directed "Rosalia's Date,"

the second act of the evening. "Rosalia's Date," Hector's

second experience as playwrite, addressed such themes as
plurality

and cross-cultural

understanding.

MAKE

IT

END!

The

Derric Watson and Karen Stanley banter with each other as the

outspoken, protective parents in

final

evening was

one act of the
"The Kissing

Scene," starring Christie

Wilson and Mike McConaughey. "The Kissing

"Rosalia's Date."

Scene" won the drama award
for the "Best Drama Showcase." Christie and Mike's
sarcastic characters brought

quick laughter from the audience. Their short lived ro-

V*

mance was
So

sweet.

\

believable and

believable in fact

that the ending left the au-

dience stunned as the lights

MP

went out and Christie strode
off the stage as a traitor to

Mike's

i

The

love.

three one act plays led

the audience through suspense, laughter, romance, and

heartbreak.

The hard work

of the students was obvious
in the sets, the props, the cos-

tumes, and the quality of acting.

PLUMP

UP AND OVER
Trey Doty, Randy Teddy

and

Mark Palmer

'N

PORTLY

Seth Heasley and Christie

push the

Wilson carry more than a few

monstrous tree up into the

extra lines as Oliver's guard-

balcony of Wood-Mar, while

ians in the musical Oliver.

Jason Koppen
the edge.

pulls

it

over

Theater Games King:

Mike McConaghey
Theater Games Queen:
Christie Wilson

Best Female in a Minor Role:

Sara Klinehens
Male in a Minor Role:
Bryan Boyd

Best

Best Female in a Supporting Role:
Christie Wilson

Best

Male

in

a Supporting Role:

Jason Emery
Best Actor:

Mark Palmer
and Bryan Boyd
Best

Drama Showcase:

"The Kissing Scene"

Best Set: Oliver
Best Production: Jane Eyre

GLORIOUS FOOD?
Orphans

in the

musical "Oliver" sing of their

deprivation as they are served their daily portion of gruel.

DOWN AND OUT
Mason Hector Torres
acters played by

Hicks

after being

dra Vilander

96/ Theater

in

seeks help from char-

Mark Palmer and Joanna
stabbed by madwoman San-

"Jane Eyre."

PLAY
OIM

when we are children with pirates and
The backyard is our world of storms and
mountains. We always see the dawn and we always
begins

It

pilgrims.

reach the top.

It's

so real to us, the hope and the

fear.

Here, too, the stage
rise

is

a place to watch the sun

through the clouds, and see the valley from the

mountaintop.

a place of dreams; of childlike imaginings.

It is

The stage

is

we speak, when we
Where we can weep,
back our tears. Where we can

a place where

would otherwise remain
instead of holding

silent.

dance and dance and dance.

From

the audience

we watch

ourselves and blush

knowingly.

For a few hours the responsibilities and worries
They are foreigners in this world of

don't exist.

bright lights and dark emotions.

We

home changed, the actor and the auwe have lived this dream. In this world of
childlike imaginings we have seen what is real. It's
return

dience,

an escape for

dream

T'S

YOU I LOVE

hristie
e
:t

Wilson and Mike McConaughey bat-

over their feelings for each other in the one
play

"The Kissing Scene."

Above

left

PAIN

IS

modern-day story of the

us, a brief

you

believe.

dream. But,

Somehow we

it's

only a

believe.

GET TO WORK

GAIN

Hudson, as the mystery intruder, explains her mission from God to Chris Benham
who played Mr. Benjamin in "God's Favorite",
Tricia

a

until

Orphans

in the

musical "Oliver" gather around

Oliver in protest of his complaints for more
food.

Biblical Job.

Theater/ 97

George Fox

MINISTRY

TEAMS
GFC PLAYERS:
(Back Row) Mike McConaughey, Adina
Aaron Pruitt, Darci Nolta, Jason
Emery, (Front row) Hector Torres, Lisa
Briggs,

Ruvo, Pat Schmidt.

FOILED!
The
the

evil

Squire Jasper (right) blackmail;

Adams

family during the Players an-

nual Madrigal performance.

does not reproduce the

visible;

AIEOO
To

some

they're

known

as artsy

able to enter both public and private

social recluses, to others the

keep an extremely busy schedule

schools as well, a challenge most
groups don't, or can't attempt. Their
dramatic sketches not only entertain,

throughout the year, traveling at least

—

elite of GFC
George Fox's
example of Christianity and
culture, and to still others they are

finest

simply known as Dayspring and the
GFC Players
the two finest min-

—

istry

groups for the western region's

small liberal arts colleges.

The

Pi

GFC

Players, an 8

member

drama group led by professor
Mel Schroeder, provides the college

but challenge people to examine their
thoughts, words, actions and overall

Christian complacency.
overlooked group, the

with a performing arts group of a

strumental or vocal groups. The
Players are able to minister in a
unique way to churches, but are also

often

Players

sing for special occasions both on

and
campus, and making a tape in the
middle of it all. Dayspring takes the
word of God and, through the art of
off

are a vital aspect of the college's min-

song, uses

istry outreach.

ration to all

touring

vastly different nature than either in-

An

GFC

two weekends a month to churches
around the Northwest, often asked to

it

as a comfort

and

inspi-

who hear them.

The more widely known Dayspring

Both ministry groups, beyond reg-

a small vocal ensemble directed by
Dr. John Bowman and organized by

ular school year commitments, take

Gary Brown. They, too, are an 8
member ministry group supported by
the college. As the most active of all

This year the Players took 10 days
during spring break and toured all of

performance groups on campus, they

annual "Players Presents" perform-

is

some

sort of extensive tour as well.

California, before returning for their

ance, a record

1 hour and
45 minute performance
this year. Dayspring trav-

els

the

month of May,

this

year touring Washington,

Northern Idaho and
Western Montana.

DAYSPRING:
Tom

Back row:

Burks, Missy

Megan Heasley, Darin
Mitchem, Front row: Paul
Seideman, Dani Armstrong,
Bullock,

Christie Wilson, Scott Nielson.
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words
become
"The man that
hath no music in
himself,

Nor is not mov'd
with concord of
sweet sounds,
Is fit

for trea-

sons, strategems,

and
-

spoils."

William Shakespeare

100/ Choir

music

The

1991-92 school year was one of great

success for the

GFC

Concert Choir. As

the school's enrollment grew, so did the

Concert Choir with

size of the

this year's

group

exceeding seventy members. Although the size
of the group created some problems when trying

work with churches

ale Feaste

was a tremendous success

for the

school and community.

Spring semester brings an entirely different
itinerary to the choir one which requires

more

the choir

made

several

weekend mini-tours

throughout Oregon and Washington, and the

hinder the group's ability to work together for

students were able to share their music and their

for concerts,

it

a quality sound, or to become tight-knit.

During

fall

semester, the choir focused on

lives

with a number of churches.

part

It's this

of the year which proves to be most beneficial

and those who

building relationships and a cohesiveness within

for those involved in the choir

the group, and on preparing for the Christmas

attend their concerts.

season. After a fall retreat to the beach, they

ates a repertoire of music that allows the

Dr. John

Bowman cremem-

dove quickly into learning music for the Christ-

bers of the choir to be challenged musically

mas Candlelight Vespers concert

while ministering to those for

the annual

Royal Feaste, which

as well as for
is

else could

whom

they per-

easily the

form. This year again seemed to meet with great

What

success the challenge of worshiping with the

highlight of first semester for the choir.

be more fun than staying up until

audience, not just performing for them.

It

was

11:30 p.m., rehearsing four nights in a row,

a great year for the Concert Choir and a very

performing three nights, seeing guys in tights,
and watching Mike McConaughey drop flam-

successful one;

ing torches on the floor during his juggling rou-

lenged

tine?

However,

it

truly

is

an exciting and fun

time for the choir, and once again

Freshmen Neil Yasami presents the Boar's head
Ye Olde Royal Feaste. Concert Choir members were all a part of the dinner festivities.
at

traveling (and no Christmas music). This year

didn't

to

HERE'S THE BEEF

growth for
all

it

was a time of learning and

all involved,

members

to

and a year that chal-

make

their lives

more

than talk.

Ye Olde Roy-
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SOUND
The

Concert Band works hard to pre-

in

Eastern Oregon, Idaho, and

each other as well as play games."
In addition to their tour, the band

ington, ending their tour with a Final concert

formed during chapel several times and

ington

this year,

leg.

down about
co,

flutists

Amy McCarty

in

Bauman Auditorium,

and Cynthia Lauinger

play along with the rest of the band.

they

Newberg Friends Church. The

smoothly

performance

moved back

in Tigard. So
omore (Vvonna Bones (commented on
wait, "It was a lot of fun. We got to kr

through Northern Idaho and Eastern Wash-

at

a

m

group missed their concert

Their most recent tour included

Montana. From Montana

During

go into Pasco and rent two

targets different locations from year

performances

DREAMS

to

vans before moving on. Needless to say,

to year.

PIPE

had

pare for their annual tour, which

One of

trip

except for the

ran

Wash-

the groups' vans broke

forty Five miles outside of Pas-

Washington. As the

last

van

in the car-

other special concerts throughout the

f

y<

under the direction of Dr. Dennis Ha?

The presence of several
a

seniors gave the

mature sound and added

b:

to the exci

ment. The band uses their musical

abili

avan, they had to wait for the rest of the

to minister to others.

did

m

group to figure out that they were missing,

than just play their instruments to

fc

come back
continued when they

The band

then wait for the other vans to

beautiful selections, they shared God's

and get them. The wait

with others through their music.

I

OF MUS
"When
gets

a piece

difficulty

make
faces."
-

Artur Schnabel

i
i

v
v

One and two and
Dr.

.

.

directs the

s

band during

the Spring concert.

"POMP"

IT

UP

The Concert Band
cessional

faculty during

4

j"

perforins both the pro-

and recessional

for

graduates and

commencement

excercises.

NQ TALK
This year's Jazz
Jazz!
creating the sounds

Band was busy doing what they do

best,

of jazz music for the rest of our community

to enjoy. Directed by Dr. Bob Lauinger, their concerts were
always crowd pleasers because of the variety and consistency of each
program. Even those who may not particularly like jazz music enjoyed

what the group had

to offer with their laid-back style

and jazzy

clothes.

Many

people relate jazz to well

snare drum

PLAY

IT

AGAIN

Freshman Jason Carpenter and Sophomore
John Donathan present their ja/z abilities well
during a Pops concert.

in

West Side

S tory

known movies
The

smus'ical pieces.

like the familar

GFC jazz

band's

saxophones, trumpets, and other instruments created a sound that
captured true jazz and turned it out in great performances.

Necessary
Excellence

abounds

.

.

.

more than just playing the right
The members are dedicat-

band.

George Fox College. The

strings.

in the orchestra for the

Music department

ed to their field of enjoyable entertainment. They practice for

"Oliver", which

Bauman

tinue to push toward a higher level

many hours

quire utmost concentration for

of achievement.

One group that is
sponsored by the Music depart-

dividually. This in addition to their

involved, to convey the excellent

regular workload from school.

quality of

ment

Chehalem Symphony.

Many members are also involved in

workmanship offered by
the different composers of each

Participation in this group involves

other music ensembles like choir or

piece performed.

prime example of

is

the

is

at
a

this as they con-

together as well as in-

Some members

also played

musical

was presented on

stage. Their concerts reall

ALL STRUNG OUT
Dwight Gilmore shows that there
one way to play the

is

more than

by plucking the strings
bow.

cello:

instead of using his

ON THE LINE
Playing
tion, as

in

the Orchestra requires concentra-

freshman Corey Batishko demonstrat-

ed during part of a performance.
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IHEADLINES

For

students attending George

school year began

much

as

it

Fox College, the
always has with

hordes of newcomers and returning students

crowding onto campus, finding their niche

in

the social realm, and settling into the routine of the
institution.

Unlike the world around

College continued

us,

George Fox

tradition of offering education in

its

a sheltered and peaceful environment. Physical mileage

separated our college from the insanities of 1991, but

not from the effects that 1991 delivered into
the heart of Americans and, indeed, the world.

Faces easily could have been turned from the
tragedies and changes taking place around us,

changes marching on the world
paring for famine. But

like ants pre-

in efforts to

reach out,

worldly incidents were taken and given homes

on the shoulders of George Fox students. Rather than dismissing societys problems for the
comfort and safety of ignorance and uninvolvement, students began to consider and dwell on
the implications of their actions and the actions taken by our governments.

A

look into

moved our world provides
a glance into our future, knowing that incidents shaped the way we thought, felt and rethe events that have

much has changed in the world weve
known, but not more than has changed in the heart of
sponded. Yes,

our students.
Monday, August

19, 1991.

An eight-man committee

.

.

The coup

in

the Soviet Union begins.

led by Vice President

Gennady Yanayev

takes power from President Mikhail S. Gorbachev, claiming Gor-

bachev

is ill.

As Russian President

to resist the coup, tanks

Tuesday, August 20.

Boris Yeltsin calls on Russians

and other military gear move
President George Bush

.

is

into

Moscow.

joined by the

European Community and demands Gorbachevs return to power.
And, three of the leaders of the new eight-man ruling committee
were said to step down.

Wednesday, August

21.

.

.

Leaders of the coup were reported to

Moscow. Tanks and armored personnel carriers move away
from Russian Parliament and leaders of the national legislature
demand that Gorbachev be returned to power. The Communist Party
denounce the takeover.
have

fled

Thursday, August 22.

.

.

Gorvachev returns

to

Moscow

before

dawn

and reassumes power.

**The coup may have ended communist
but

it

began

a series of

years to come.

One

rule in the Soviet Union,

reforms and changes that

continue for

will

of the biggest changes occurred in the Baltic

and Estonia which declared their
dependence from the Soviet Union.
VI
tmm
states of Lithuania, Latvia,

,

in-

(News contd)

**The Croup of Seven industrial democ(known as G-7) held an economic sum-

racies

mit that dealt with a wide range of issues from

world economic policy to building world partnership to international trade. Leaders of the

G-7 Economic summit gathered at the Tower
of London. They were: Frances President Mittarand. President Bush, Italys Premier An-

EC President Jacques Dalors, Japans
Prime Minister Kaifu, Bri tains Prime Min-

draotti,

Major, Canadas Prime Minister Mul-

ister

German Chancellor

roney and

**During the war
seins forces ignited

in Iraq,

Kohl.

Saddam Hus-

hundreds of

oil

wells in

Smoke belched from the torched wells
many months afterwards. Satellite photos

Kuwait.
for

showed a black-grey plume swept south from
Kuwait and as far south as the Arabian Sea.
Meanwhile, the invasion of Iraq caused destruction estimated to be in the millions of

Months after the American military
freed Kuwait City, the effects of war

dollars.

forces

are

still

evident.

**Vice President Dan Quayle. the boyish
looking second in

command, was

criticized as

Quayle

a liability to the presidency. But

sur-

vived the criticism and worked well with President Bush,

whose major tasks were peace

the Middle East and a lingering recession at

And

home

United States.

in the

with a presidential election

around the corner, the president was
putting together his re-election team.

**The New York Stock Exchange
hit new highs. Not long

continued to

began in 1991, the marwas closing over 3.000 on a regular basis. The United States was still

after school

ket

recession, but the U.S. stock

a

in

market continued

move

to

to

new

heights.

Did you know that on Friday, September 20,
1991.

.

.

The Dow Jones

Industrial average closed at

3.019.23.

The
The

A

price of gold
price of silver

barrel of crude

was $348.50 an ounce.
was $4.06 an ounce.
oil

cost $21.97.

98 percent of the homes

had color

in

the United States

television.

64 percent had two or more
73 percent had a

sets.

VCR.

60 percent bought basic cable.
56 percent received 30 or more channels.

108/ News

in

ENTER!
You

wouldnt realize

it

glancing at the sleepy-

town

New-

lifestyle of

berg, Oregon, but a vast

part of American
in the

life is

wrapped up

From

world of entertainment.

concerts to theater, movies to music
videos and sports,

American culture

has exploded into an age of audiovisual

hype and an entertain me type

attitude.
is

The focus of entertainment
living room and

moving out of the

and con-

into coliseums, stadiums,

was no exception to
new-found norm. The music in-

cert halls. 1991
this

dustry skyrocketed with the talents

of performers such as Michael Bolton,

N

Mariah Carey, Guns

Roses,

and Natalie Cole. Anything went
music

He

this year.

isnt a big

and he doesnt have a big

in

guy

voice, just

a light floating tenor, but in an age
of punk, heavy metal and robo-rock,

Paul Simon sings harmonically and

rhythmically rich melodies. His

South African concerts caused con-

and physical threats

troversy,

star, creating headlines in

political

and music worlds. Country

music made
but not

to the

both the

in

its

comeback

in

1991,

the traditional country

medium. Instead of topping the
country music charts, singers Garth

Brooks and Bonnie Raitt cut two of
the

Top 20 rock albums

of the year.

Raitt, pictured here greeting fans

during a concert, swept the top of
the charts in early September with

her Luck of the

Draw album.

Michael Jordan flew through the
air

with ease, leading the Chicago Bulls to the

1991

NBA

His physical

Championship
abilities

at the

age of 28.

brought instant fame with

shots such as the finger roll lay-up pictured

during a

game

with the Houston Rockets. Jor-

dans peer Earvin Magic Johnson extended

name

to include hero after

been stricken with

his

announcing he had

AIDS and would become

a

quarterback of the Miami Dolphins,
ular

and a very well paid

is

a pop-

football player.

The

30-year-old superstar signed a $25 million contract in the fall of 1991.

Topping the

list

of the five bestselling fiction

authors of paperbacks was Stephen King,

fol-

of the Ooze, The Jungle Book, and Robin Hood
headed the list of 1991s top sales. Although
movie theaters remain a popular choice, video
sales and rentals have surpassed any other form
of entertainment. At least,
case in sleepy-town

it

New berg.

seems

to be the

Oregon.

lowed by Jonathan Kellerman, Barbara Taylor
Bradford.

Amy Tan
Home
,

and Lawrence Sanders.
Alone.
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The 100th

Class of

GRADUATE
Fox College's 100th graduating
George
class marched across the stage Saturday,

emony
pus.

A

2,

1992,

in

a two hour cer-

held in Wheeler Sports Center on
total of

Management
dents,

May

217 graduates,

of

Human

in a

rehearsing for voice, instrumental, or dramatic

uates to pattern.

Four years of study, social

activities,

and ex-

tra-curricular events has brought out a variety

presentations. Chapel services, graduation dinner,

and baccalaureate highlighted only a few

Among

ior classes.

combined

those performing for their

classmates and families were Jonathan

Resources, Psy.D stu-

er,

and the traditional graduate program,

Bullock, Christie Wilson,

year,

Megan

commencement excercises this
making the 1992 class the largest ever.
Graduation, following morning Baccalaureate
services, marked the end of an era for George

retiring a

new

Alumni Association

who

in

graduation

to entertain during the an-

their

class for prayer during baccalaureate as well.

who was cho-

George Fox College, through the graduating

address. Nash,

class of 1992, will continue their tradition of

providing the community with

served the college for 30 years in various

roles, presented the

Friesen, and

on chapel speakers and leaders representing

retires its long-

commencement

Pam

Townley. Some were

nual graduation dinner. Seniors typically vote

class of graduates,

time Academic Dean, Lee Nash,
sen to deliver the

Jill

excercises, and others were chosen by the

College, coming on the heels of the col-

While

Heasley, and

chosen by classmates to perform

lege's year-long centennial celebration.

George Fox also ceremoniously

Maur-

Karin Stanley and Darci Nolta, Melissa

participated in

Fox

among the sen-

of the broad spectrum of talents

cam-

fessionals.

graduating class with more

than a formal farewell speech. His inspired

of skills and talents in the graduating class. For

words and history of personal devotion to the

some, time was spent on a track, soccer, or

college and others provided a model for grad-

baseball field. Others occupied practice rooms,

The

class of '92

more than pro-

moves

as achievers, "doers", thinkers.

.

.

into society

people.

THE END
Nitesh Gulhati proudly receives

his

diploma

from President Ed Stevens, signifying 4 years

Computer Science. Niwas present from India to witness

of work on a degree in
tesh's father

the occasion.

TALK

IT

UP

Senior class president

Robyn Churchill

rep-

resents the senior class in her closing remarks
at

commencement

excercises, her final duty as

president.
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K 5\xt.
TO: Jim Fleming, Advisor Extraordinaire

FROM:

Darci Nolta, Editor

RE: Closing Remarks, Yearbook

As you can

weUve

book and are waiting for your approval
when you see our work
for yourself, ... you know what it took. Perusing the layouts and copy, youUve probably
gathered our central theme and the message we wanted to express. My staff and I felt that,
see,

finished our final page of this

before contacting the plant for production.

as Christians,

we

trust youUll be pleased

I

as a school should be focusing on improving our actions as well as our verbal

GEORGE
FOX
COLLEGE

testimony, believing that our behavior can be a greater witness than canned Christian expressions of "love, faith, and goodwill to
truthfully describe themselves as

My

mankind".

all

It is

our hope that the college can

"More Than Talk."

apologies should be relayed to the

HMSL

names

staff, for failing to list their

in this

"If every

book. They definitely deserve recognition as excellent RA's and student leaders.
If
ly:

you get a chance, could you thank a few people for me?

Their reward

will

have to be verbal praise this year, you

photographers and "extras" deserve as much as any

encouragement as
a

I

Thank my

Tiffany, David, Jenn, Anne-Marie, Jodie, Kristina, and Christine,

week

you

well: Paul,

staff especial-

assistant editor.

the monetary situation.

The

they devoted their time and/or

ASCGFC, and Kirk. And give yourself at least
me in my time of trial and desperation. I know

removed from

this

have a grasp on this thing.

whole process, but you can relax knowing that none of us ever
do our best.

We just

Here's our best, Jim.

MEMO
TO: Darci

FROM:

Yearbook Editor and Friend
Flembo
,

RE: Final Review

This

is

the third time that

we

find ourselves ready to send the

have done an outstanding job with this yearbook.

much hard work and long hours
It is

I

yearbook

off.

As always you

realize that your staff has contributed

dreaming and designing

all

of the layouts for this book.

unfortunate that the student body does not understand

all

of the work that goes into a

in

project like the yearbook and by the time they see

it,

your staff

will

be busy with next years

projects.
I

especially

You have

so

want

much

to

thank you for your leadership the past three years as yearbook Editor.
and commitment that it is hard for me to imagine finding

creativity, energy

a better qualified editor.
believe that this
I

is

You have improved

the quality of the yearbook every year and

hope that the 91-92 yearbook inspires our community to
friend.

I

will

Darci.

112/ Closing

I

a standard that will continue even after you leave.

Talk", for your staff has been a good example of

good

life

miss working with you.

I

this.

live

a

life

You have been

accept and

am

that

is

"More Than

a great editor and a

well pleased with "your best",

in the

of a college could

be the last day but
one y there would be

Jim, for the work you threw in for

off,

felt

Randy, Jana,

know

staff, as

my

day

little

fault to find with

it" -Stephen Leacock

f

